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Good old Greyhounds forever
We know how to play the game
Side by side we stick together
For the glory of the Greyhounds name

Hear the barrackers shouting
Come on, show them how we fight
All the premierships are easy
For the mighty black and white

Our 
Club 
Song
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My grandfather had a saying – which he told 
me about 10 times every day when we went 
to visit him:
“In life, like in football, you won’t go far unless 
you know where the goalposts are.”

In 2013, my grandfather’s saying took on 
special significance for the Glebe Greyhounds 
as we discovered that this year our goalposts 
had been moved to Marrickville! 

Yes, it was a truly testing year for our Club 
as we relocated to HJ Mahoney Memorial 
Park in Marrickville for all our home games 
in 2013 – a test which I am happy to say 
the mighty Greyhounds passed with flying 
colours. The good news was that for the first 
time in approximately 100 years, Jubilee Oval 
was given a major refurbishment including 
improved drainage, a new sprinkler system 
and turf. The bad news was that we could not 
use Jubilee Oval to train or play on for the full 
2013 season.

Thank you to the GSJ AFL for helping us 
secure our alternative home ground in 
Marrickville. Also a big thank you to Don 
Chudleigh and all the other Greyhounds who 
assisted in moving equipment, food & drink to 
Marrickville each home game to ensure that 
the Club operated normally and could offer 
all the required facilities to our visiting teams. 
Another saying comes to mind, courtesy of 
Joni Mitchell:
“Don’t it always seem to go, that you don’t 
know what you’ve got till it’s gone.”

I know that this year we all missed “our” 
Jubilee Oval and will appreciate being back 
and playing on it in 2014 ! 

TEAMS 

265 players represented the black & white 
in 2014 from Under 5’s to Under 16’s. We 
all need to continue to introduce and bring 
new players to the Club to ensure that the 
Greyhounds continue to grow and prosper. I 
would particularly like to thank Jason Howard, 
Mark Young and Dan Hennessy for their 
efforts in producing the eye catching “Kick 
Grass” banners which were put on display 
around the Inner West. Jason has also taken 
on the role of Club Recruitment Manager and 
is already planning the Club’s 2014 campaign. 
Thank you Jason! 

On the field, 2013 was a very successful 
year with all teams competing in the required 
Glebe style – hard but fair. A highlight of the 
year was our Under 12s, Under 13s, Under 
14s, Under 16s Division 3 & Under 16s 
Division 2 teams all making the semi finals 
of their respective competitions. Our Under 
13s made it all the way to the Grand Final. 

Full details of the season enjoyed by all our 
teams are set out in the very well written team 
reports contained in later in this Yearbook.

2014 promises to take us on a new journey 
with the competition for the first time being 
extended to include the Under 17 age group. 
We are grateful that our Under 16 players now 
stay with us another year !

None of the above achievements would have 
occurred without the effort and dedication 
of our coaching staff. A HUGE thank you to 
all coaches, assistant coaches, managers, 
runners, water carriers, boundary umpires, 
goal umpires and time keepers.

OFF THE FIELD

We are again we are indebted to Mr Don 
Chudleigh and his “Donebago” for his tireless 
and continuous efforts for our Club this year. 

Thank you to all those who assisted with 
serving behind the “Donebago” counter, 
cutting rolls, slicing onions, buying supplies, 
turning sausages, firing up the coffee machine 
and making cupcakes (thank you Amanda!).

Again in 2013, I would particularly like to 
thank Margaret Sammut for publishing the 
Dishlicker. The Dishlicker continues to be a 
great way to keep members informed about 
what is happening with other teams and 
personalities around the Club. 

And speaking of publishing, we are again 
so lucky to be the recipients of a fabulous 
Glebe Greyhounds Yearbook for 2013. Thank 
you to Jamie Lamshed & Maxine Bartlett for 
their tremendous efforts in putting the 2013 
Yearbook together.

The Club has enjoyed excellent support this 
year from our main sponsor – Belle Property 
Glebe. Your support of our Club is most 
appreciated and is vital for our continued 
success. I urge members to support our 
sponsors who support us.

In 2013, we have again enjoyed our 
relationship with Sydney University AFL Club 
who assisted us with an alternative U16’s 
training venue and coaching assistance. 
Cheers Chas, Tim, Kevin and all the Uni team.

2014 promises to be bigger and better than 
2013. It is an exciting time to be around the 
Club and I urge you all to “GET INVOLVED “.

Go the Greyhounds!

PETER GOWERS
President
Glebe JAFC

GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
President’s report

PRESIDENT PETER GOWERS

President’s report
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
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Around the grounds
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
Sydney Swans visit
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U5s
Coach’s report & player profiles

COACH MIKE DONALDSON 

COACH’S REPORT

This year was, for most, their first foray into 
organised sport and lacing up a footy boot. 
The whole ethos was to have a good time 
and enjoy the game. We had a great bunch 
of players this year and it was noticeable 
that most of the team were not distracted 
by clouds or planes…usually. The kids really 
wanted to play and by the end of the season 
everybody had an idea of the way the game 
worked, handball, kicks, goals and positions 
on the field.

Special mention to Mike Donaldson for his 
tireless efforts as a coach. You made a great 
impact on the kids. Also thanks to the Mums 
and dads for helping out each weekend.
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HARRY BRODERICK
Harry is young even by under 5s standards 
but his enthusiasm and keenness set the 
standard for all. His ability to run the game out 
was a highlight and he has a genuine love of 
the game that will definitely see him return. He 
has an incredible work ethic and he was seen 
after games practicing his kicking. Lasting 
memory has to be the constant end to end 
running in his trade mark long sleeve jersey. 
Rumour has it that Travis Cloke has been in 
contact in the off season so we can expect a 
new and improved version to arrive in 2014.

CASH ROBINSON
Cash improved throughout the season and 
by the end we could all see his confidence 
growing. Then Gala day came around. The 
last game of 6. Wests Magpies. There number 
6 was a man mountain of a 5 year old. He 
had a tremendous boot.  From defence he 
launched a towering bomb. The ball went 
higher and higher. It reached its highest point 
causing disruption to air traffic and began 
its descent. It headed to earth with flames 
coming off it as it re-entered the Earth’s 
atmosphere. Warnings were given to get out 
of the way. Cash stood under it and snapped 
it up without even blinking. Incredible scenes.  
Mark of the Year.

ISAAC PLACENCIA
Isaac was super keen and full of support 
for his teammates. He went missing for a 
few rounds but made a fantastic comeback 
on Gala Day. He had a great game and we 
hope he makes it back. What he was able to 
bring was great enthusiasm. He was always 
ready for a high 5 and pat on the back and 
congratulated good play. He was also happy 
to help out the opposition if needed. Great 
Team Man.

JOEL KENCHINGTON
Joel had a bit of experience behind him but 
came along in leaps and bounds this year. 
His tall presence up forward and his shock 
of blond hair made him a recognisable target 
and he became a fixture as full forward. He 
dined out on one weekend kicking 4 majors 
and leaving everybody in his wake. We can all 
see that he has a big future as a key position 
player.

RAPH JOLLY
Early on in the season Raph looked a little 
lost. What do I  know? His disarming smile 
hides a killer instinct for the ball and goal. With 
one of the purest kicking actions in the team, 
Raph was able to kick accurately and long. As 
the season progressed his confidence grew 
and he got more and more involved. Season 
2014 cannot come around quickly enough!

OLLIE LONGVILLE 
Ollie was a revelation this year. His pace and 
skill set up so much of our attacking platform. 
A real strength was his ability to read the play 
and keep his feet, a key component of the 
game. With a raking right foot and accuracy 
Ollie was also our second highest goalscorer. 
He was involved in the best piece of play  
of the year when finding Paddy in the  
forward line with an intelligently placed kick  
to advantage. One to watch for the future!

RUKI MERLIN
Ruki’s trajectory of improvement and clear 
enjoyment of the game was a highlight of 
season 2013. He announced himself on the 
main stage with a 2 goal haul mid season and 
kept the charge going. A fixture in the team 
he was possibly duded a few goals at the 
back end of the season by some desperate 
defence. He has been a joy to get to know 
and we look forward to next year when we 
expect him to make some further strides in  
his development.

PATRICK SMITH
Paddy had an outstanding 2013 and 
dominated most games. He was usually 
warmed up for the Under5s by playing in the 
Under6s. He loves his footy and practices 
hard. This year he led the goalscoring stats 
and was very impressive. He has learned 
to run hard and remembered to share the 
ball around. Paddy is always talking up his 
teammates and thinks if we can keep the 
team together during the building phase  
we can see glory in the future.

LUCA GARDINER
Luca had a stop start season but certainly 
came home with a wet sail. He racked up 
plenty of possession’s and started having 
a real impact upon the game. He hit the 
scoreboard and finished with a surge of goals 
at the end of the season. The most pleasing 
aspect though was his increased enthusiasm 
for applying defensive pressure. It shows real 
intent and the rest of his game improved from 
there.

COACH Mike Donaldson

ASSISTANT 
COACH

Matt Smith

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best Running 
Player 

Harry Broderick

Best Mark Cash Robinson

Best Team Man Isaac Placencia

Best Forward Joel Kenchington

Most Improved Raph Jolly

Best Midfielder Ollie Longville

Clubman Award Ruki Merlin

Best Goalkicker Patrick Smith

Best Defender Luca Gardiner

U5s
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COACH MIKE DONALDSON 

COACH’S REPORT

This year we welcomed seven debutantes to 
the U6s who, along with last year’s veterans, 
proudly ran out representing the black and 
white all around town. With our home turf out 
of action for the year, we adopted Mahoney 
Oval as our own – week after week after 
week. It soon became Fortress Mahoney – no 
matter how foul the weather, Saturday games 
would proceed. One game was so miserable 
that the opposition steadfastly remained in 
their cars refusing to come out. But we played 
on! U5’s coach Matt and myself filled the 
opposition’s boots and copped a trouncing 
from the boys. We couldn’t have been 
prouder. 

Playing our first game at the SCG in front of 
28,000 fans and having the Sydney Swans 
come and visit for our jumper presentation 
day were two stand-out highlights of the 
season.

Thanks also go to Joel, Oliver, Patrick, Luca 
and Harry for playing up a level and helping us 
out against some of the larger sized teams in 
the competition. Harry in particular played up 
two levels.

Special thanks to assistant coach Mark 
Kimberley who ran many of our games and 
training sessions. As ever, our thanks also go 
out to the mums and dads who helped with 
the BBQ, canteen and the quickly devoured 
oranges on game day.

It was a great season, lots of fun and I’m 
already looking forward to the next one.   
Speaking of next year, I’d like everyone to 
bring a buddy. See you next year.

U6s
Coach’s report & player profiles
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passionate about football than James Hardy. 
He displayed no nerves on his debut game 
at the SCG as he proudly ran out in front of 
28,000. It wasn’t long before the ball was 
in his hands; just off from the boundary line 
near the Lady’s Stand, when James’ began is 
run. On a soaking wet pitch he bounced the 
ball. It boomeranged back. He motored past 
one defender. Another bounce! It wasn’t long 
before he hit traffic and with three defenders 
handing off him, pill tucked under his wing, he 
kept on steaming towards goal. The crowd 
rose and cheered him on. Nothing was going 
to stop him, but a goal. Week in week out this 
would become James’ signature play. James 
loves playing footy, loves the club and loves 
kicking goals and we can’t wait to see him at 
the club next year.

MAX HENDERSON
Last year Max only played 3 games, yet 
scooped the Rising Star award! And while 
his season was interrupted with a fractured 
arm – please stay on your feet – his skills 
have become even silkier and he can kick the 
ball a country mile. Think Scott Pendlebury. 
Seriously. Kicking in from defence is always 
nerve-racking. Against the league’s best 
and their uber-super-duper-zoned defence 
requires a cool head and the ability to 
execute. Max is able to size up the options: 
drill a short pass or deliver a raking bomb that 
lands on the chest, laces up, to a player in the 
centre square. He is good around traffic and 
positions himself well around the packs. His 
change over the past year has been fantastic 
and I have high expectations in Max for 2014, 
seeing him slotting goals from the 50m arc.

BEN HUNT
Joining the club at the start of the year,Ben’s 
clean ball skills, positioning and long kicks, 
stood out from day one. Whether rebounding 
from defence, roving his own ruck work or 
kicking goals, Ben is a great team player 
and respected by the team. His game 
out at Moore Park in round 4 was one for 
the video replay. After he slotted two long 
bombs in the second term and the game in 
the balance, Ben was shifted to fullback to 
blanket Moore Park’s Ball Magnet (MPBM). 
With scores tied and seconds on the clock, 
the MPBM collected the ball on the bounce 
at half forward, arced around and launched 
a long-range torpedo. Time stopped, dogs 
stopped panting and everyone except Ben 
stood frozen and watched the pill warble 
towards goal. Ben, standing on the last line 
of defence, raised his arms to the heavens 
and beckoned the ball. The ball obliged and 
landed softly in his hands. This mark under 
pressure saved the game and ensured that 
that Ben is the worthy winner of the Leo Barry 
Medal for Mark of the Year. Great first year – 
set to dominate in 2014.

CHARLIE BARBOUR
Charlie debuted for the Glebe Greyhounds 
in round 14, two games out from the Grand 
Final. Playing against the Moore Park 
Tigers, Charlie eased himself into the game 
by floating around the back of the packs. 
However, it wasn’t long before the pill was in 
his hands. Teaming up with Will Kimberley, 
they ran the ball down the wing with a 
textbook chain of hand passes. Charlie, 
always smiling and legs twinkling like fingers 
on a piano, ran beside his compadre. This 
was Charlie’s first game ever and while the 
hand passes between the two started off in 
staccato, by the third hand pass it was all 
prestissimo! By the end of the day he was 
without doubt Will’s best wingman and the 
key linkman in Will’s five goal haul in the last 
quarter. Well done Charlie and welcome.

JAKE DONALDSON
Playing his third season with the club, Jake 
had a solid year without being too fancy. He 
positioned himself perfectly at the packs and 
would rarely let the opposition win any 50/50 
ball. He was able to pick teammates out by 
hand or foot, burst from packs and direct 
traffic. He’s a capable goal kicker, slotting 22 
for the year. Most goals were kicked over the 
umpire’s hat with a thud while some were 
dribbled off his knee and others wormed 
burned off his toe. Jake was therefore an 
obvious choice for the rover of the year.

TOM EVANS
Today’s game is largely drive by stats: inside 
50, centre clearances, goal efficiency, etc. 
However, the stats often don’t do justice to 
people’s hard work. In AusKick we only track 
goals, of which Tom scored one. But what 
we don’t track on the stats sheet is that Tom 
was often at the bottom of packs getting the 
ball out, fearlessly crashing through packs, 
helping his teammates, spearing the ball to 
our forwards with a slight furrow on his brow 
and a smile on his face. He plays far taller 
than his height and is always the first to raise 
his hand up for a run in the ruck or to help out 
with the U8s. Tom’s got the skills and passion, 
and although it hasn’t shown up on a piece 
of paper, we know better. Hence Tom has 
deservedly been crowned the U6’s Best and 
Fairest.

JAMES HARDY
James joined the Glebe Greyhounds though 
the February draft. On his first day at the club, 
James was presented his Glebe Greyhounds’ 
jersey by Sydney Swan speedster Gary 
Rohan. With a smile as wide as the Harbour 
Bridge, Rohan immediately remarked, “This 
guy’s keen!”. Still wearing the smile, James 
held the jersey tight, took it home and 
added it to his full house of AFL club jerseys. 
Nobody, and I mean nooobody, is more 

COACH Michael Donaldson

ASSISTANT 
COACH

Mark Kimberley

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best Wingman Charlie Barbour

Rover of the year Jake Donaldson

Best and Fairest Tom Evans

Greyhounds 
Clubman

James Hardy

Superboot Max Henderson

Leo Barry Mark of 
the Year

Ben Hunt

Coleman Medallist Will Kimberley

Rising Star Theodore McGrath

Best Defender Lachlan Murphy

Ball Magnet William Nichols

Best Tap 
Ruckman

Harper Rauchle

Best Forward 
Pocket

William Stenger

Most Courageous 
Player

Ryan Thomas

U6s
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WILL KIMBERLEY
Will’s a great player: passionate, focused 
and skilled. Over the full three terms you’ll 
always see him giving his all, always looking 
for the pill, chasing opponents, kicking goals, 
sweeping the ball out of defence and running 
it down the wings! With the race for the 
Coleman Medal tied up with three rounds to 
go, the Greyhounds headed to Sydney Uni to 
play against a determined Moore Park Tigers. 
The Tigers got the jump on the Greyhounds 
and were up 6 goals to zip! It’s times like 
these that test a player’s character and 
resolve. How you respond is what counts. 
Will stood up and produced an inspirational 
last quarter goal-fest that inspired the team. 
Gathering the ball off the wing, Will streamed 
towards goals before launching long laser-
guided bombs that not only went over the 
goal umpire’s hat, but also landed in the next 
ground! Will had a fantastic year and with 
his haul of 25 goals is the deserved winner, 
for the second year running, of the Coleman 
Medal. Brilliant performance.

THEODORE MCGRATH
In the 1926 VFL Grand Final, Francis Vine 
debuted for the Dees in front of 58,000 
fans. This year, Theo debuted for the Glebe 
Greyhounds at the SCG in front of 28,000 
fans. Francis kicked an early goal in the 
Grand Final and in the years to come would 
captain the Dees and become a legend of the 
game. With each game Theo has played he 
has improved. With a solid mark, a nose for 
the goal and accurate boot, Theo has all the 
hallmarks of a key positional player and is the 
deserved winner of the rising star award.

LACHLAN MURPHY 
One of Glebe U6’s debutants this year, 
Lachlan has got better with each game. He 
has a good footy brain and positions himself 
well around the packs and at the fall of the 
ball. However, Lachlan’s best attribute this 
year was his rebound footy off half-back. Key 
to this was his ability to read the play and be 
first to the footy. Well done Lachlan.

WILLIAM NICHOLS
Will Nichols was once again in everything this 
year. If there was a ball up, there was Will. Ball 
in the back-line? Yep, Will was there too. We 
need a goal. Booooooom. Within a couple of 
minutes, Will would launch a long bomb or 
three as he did at heavenly Tom Wills Oval. He 
is honestly a ball magnet and has picked up 
the “Ball Magnet” award for the second year 
running! Just a consistent ball getter.

HARPER RAUCHLE 
From the Grand Final to junior league, 
games are won or lost in the middle, right 
at the centre bounce. Historically, ruckmen 
are known for not getting their knees dirty. 
However modern day ruckmen, post 2011, 
need to be better willing to get in at the 
bottom of packs. This accolade was hotly 
contested by a number of people in the team 
and it wasn’t until the back half of the season 
that Harper stepped up and owned the role. 
His tap ruck is brilliant and ensured we had 
first use of the ball. He’s a long-long kick of 
the footy and isn’t afraid of getting his knees 
dirty. In fact, he quite likes sliding on loose 
balls and popping up like a meerkat, with a 
smile on his face and the ball in his hands. 
He’s certainly one to keep an eye for next 
year. Well down Harper.

WILLIAM STENGER 
For the second year running Will has scooped 
the award for best forward pocket player. 
Teaming up with James, the two of them 
each scored three goals in a frantic eight 
minutes in round three against the Western 
Suburb Magpies. Not averse to talking to 
his opponents, Will seems to pepper them 
with questions. He only needs the Sherrin to 
flick past his peripheral vision before he’s off, 
scooping up the ball and running into goal 
while his opponent is still trying to digest Will’s 
question. This year, Will also proved a reliable 
defender whose attitude ensures that he’s first 
to the ball. Great work.

RYAN THOMAS 
Growing up, our local club was allocated 
to Carlton. Carlton strongman and legend 
(for knocking-the-ball-in-to-play-from-the-
car-park-and-robbing-Collingwood-of-the-
1979-Grand-Final) Wayne Harmes came 
to our club to give us some advice about 
courage. His advice via a grunted word 
was, “Commitment”. In round 10, we played 
Moore Park at fortress Mahoney in wet arctic 
conditions. Everyone was soaked and our 
fingers were as brittle as ice blocks. Ryan 
was one of a small band of brothers who 
admirably took to the ground that morning. 
The majority of Ryan’s work this year has 
been around the packs and particularly in the 
ruck. This is his first year and he’s certainly 
getting better with each game. In the last 
game of the home and away series, he had 
prowled 15m out from our goals and toed 
a bouncing ball towards goal. Peter Deans 
picked up where Harmes left of and talked 
about commitment. “Growing up, I wasn’t the 
best mark, or the best hand-baller or longest 
kick. But, I’m here today, playing for Carlton, 
because I never gave up”. Well done Ryan.
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U6s
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COACH SIMON TRACY

COACH’S REPORT

It has been a cracker of a season in 2013 
for the Greyhounds U7’s. We had 29 players 
across three teams, imaginatively named 
black, white and grey. We have players who 
have been with us since before they could 
even legitimately play in the U5’s, and players 
who joined us in 2013. We have players from 
Greyhound family dynasties where older 
siblings or even the generation above have 
played, and we have refugees from soccer 
and league who only learnt to handpass when 
they arrived at training. We have players who 
are fast and who are short and who are shy 
and who are excitable, and they all come 
together as the Glebe Greyhounds. 

Playing at Mahoney Oval presented a few 
challenges in 2013, like getting gear down 
there for ground and canteen set up, but 
we were lucky to have it as an option at all, 
and Don did a mighty job making sure it all 
happened. The inconvenience and extra work 
will all be worth it when we get our beautiful 
Jubilee back next year and it doesn’t get 
closed every time the weather report says 
it might rain. Plus we won’t have to move 
so much dog poo around when we’re not 
training at Federal every week. Blech.

There were many, many highlights in season 
2013, stuff like had we actually kept score 
the Black team would have been undefeated 
in the final Gala Day, our forwards sharing 
around shots on goal, my umpiring (I’m 
bloody good), playing Concord out at Tom 
Willis Oval in the pristine conditions after a 
week of rain and the team pulling it together 
and having a blinder, not missing many 
training sessions or games due to rain, 
the awesome involvement from families, 
the players willingness to jump onto the 
opposition side when they were short, the 
team following the instructions, “Mark Up” 
was a catch cry against the better teams 
but they started to get there and the Second 

game at Wests, Matisse shrugging the 
sledge, players finding space, teammates 
kicking to space, when without the ball 
players defending and marking up: Result  
our most complete performance and a 
convincing display.

And so to the thank yous. This coaching gig 
would be really, really hard without all the help 
that comes my way. To Kirsty, my beautiful 
wife and the best, most organised, efficient, 
hard working manager there is, thank you. I 
couldn’t imagine what the team would be like 
without everything you do. If it all looks like 
we know what we’re doing and it’s running 
smoothly, then that’s all down to Kirsty, I just 
turn up and shout at the kids. 

To the assistant coaches Matt Smith, Dan 
Kenny and Greg Smith, thank you for all your 
hard work, especially on game day. If you’re 
like me you’re probably still wondering how 
it was exactly you got this gig. That’s just the 
magic of it. The enthusiasm the players bring 
to training and the games is a testament to 
you. You guys rock. 

A huge thank you to Angus McDougall from 
the U12’s who came down to Federal every 
Tuesday to help with training. I’m sure there 
were times when you wondered if it was 
worth it, let me assure you the kids loved 
having you there, they learnt a lot from you. 
Thanks heaps.

To Don Chudleigh who worked really hard 
in 2013 to get all the gear from Jubilee to 
Mahoney and back for our home games, 
thank you. It wasn’t easy and it wasn’t pretty, 
but the fact it happened at all was all down to 
you. Thanks Don.

To the families who helped in any way at all, 
thank you. Community footy clubs live and die 
by the involvement of the families. Our kids 
may play footy for the Greyhounds, but the 
club is bigger than just 30 minutes of chasing 

a ball around each week. Every time one of 
you jumps on a line at training or does ground 
set up or helps behind the BBQ or canteen 
you’re making the Greyhounds better for the 
kids. Thank you. 

Finally, to the U7 players, it has been a 
privilege to coach you in 2013, I have enjoyed 
the season immensely. I am proud to say I 
think you have all developed as players this 
year, and you all play with the Greyhounds 
spirit. I commented many times in 2013 to 
pretty much anyone who would listen, or even 
just made eye contact with me, that there is 
some serious quality in this group and if we 
keep a bunch of you together I have pencilled 
in the U16 premiership in 2022. That may be 
a long bow to draw, and only time will tell, but 
belief in the club and the friendships formed 
even in the U7’s can achieve a lot. It’s been 
a blast, thank you all, see you in the U8’s in 
2014. Go the mighty Glebe Greyhounds. 

U7s
Coach’s report & player profiles
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packs before pouncing on the emerging ball 
and taking off for a goal or give it off to a team 
mate. 2013 was Sam’s breakout season, well 
done Sammy.

ANGUS RUNDELL
Angus arrived at the Greyhounds in 2013 and 
picked up kicking and handpassing after a 
couple of training sessions, something that 
isn’t easy. He was at his best when he ran 
himself into form chasing the ball, and once 
it was in his hands he had great goal sense. 
Good work Angus.

ETHAN MELTON
Ethan arrived at the Greyhounds in 2013 a 
very natural, accomplished and competitive 
player. There were many highlights from 
Ethan’s season, courageous marks, unlikely 
goals, fantastic team play, but the moment 
that will live longest in the memory was when 
he called the ball back after the umpire had 
awarded him a goal because it was touched 
off the boot. Great work Ethan. 

ALEX NORMAN
Alex had a fantastic season in 2013, with his 
big engine and running game coming into 
their own. Alex is hard around the contest and 
regularly beats opponents to the ball where 
he is able to scoop it up and take off down 
the ground. He is a big fan of kicking a goal 
and has been very valuable to the black team 
in 2013. Nice job Alex. 

MAX BAKER
Max had another fantastic season this year, 
and his kicking has become the hall mark 
of his game. He is a terrific competitor and 
ball winner, then sends the pill forward with a 
mighty roost to a team mate or a goal. Good 
work Max, see you in 2014. 

CHARLIE BASS-TRACY
Charlie is a classy player who doesn’t ever 
seem to be under pressure on the field. A 
natural leader with his team mates, he always 
seems to have all the time in the world to get 
the ball and find space before getting a kick 
away. When the opposition close in he finds 
the gap and snaps the ball around the corner 
to a team mate or for goal. Congratulations 
Charlie, an awesome season, looking forward 
to 2014 already.

JAMES FULTON
James is the heart and soul of the 
Greyhounds black team. He gives his 
best every game, he has a positive and 
enthusiastic attitude, he has the team in mind 
first but loves to kick a goal himself, and 
displays that rarest of qualities, he listens to 
the coach. Fantastic season James, can’t 
wait to see what 2014 will bring.

SAM HOWARD
Sam took his game to a new level in 2013 
with his focus and desire to get the ball lifting 
to new heights as the season wore on. Sam 
was a valuable outside player, roaming the 

U7S BLACK

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best Forward Max Baker

Best Centre Charlie Bass-Tracy

Greyhounds 
Club Man

James Fulton

Rising Star Sam Howard

Coaches Award Angus Rundell

Match Winner Ethan Melton

Ball Winner Alex Norman

On Baller Oli O’Callaghan

Super Boot Felix Rugge-Price 

Best Defender Best Defender

COACH Simon Tracy

ASSISTANT 
COACH

Matt Smith

Dan Kenny

Angus Macdougall

Greg Smith

MANAGER Kirsty Bass

U7s Black

OLI O’CALLAGHAN 
Oil is a very valuable member of the 
Greyhounds blacks. He is a fierce 
competitor, that kind of inside player you 
describe as a hard nut. He is fast and 
hungry and a great kick. He can run all day, 
loves a goal and has very natural feel for 
the game. He also has that rare quality that 
coaches love and very few players do, he 
listens to and follows instructions. Well done 
Oli, a really great year.  

FELIX RUGGE-PRICE
Felix is another one who had a break out 
season in 2013. He has developed into a 
very competitive player, always hard at the 
contest and hungry to get the ball. Then, 
once it’s in his hands, he does what he 
does best, he roosts it. Felix would regularly 
bypass the centres when kicking out from 
defence by simply bombing it into the 
forwards, or taking a snap from any angle 
when he playing forward. He and Charlie 
worked well together they would often 
seeking each other out when kicking. Great 
work Felix, a fantastic season 2013. 

LUIS PLACENCIA 
Luis is turning into a very good footballer. 
He’s smart, competitive, his skills are good, 
a team player and he listens to the coaches 
instructions. Luis has a fantastic running 
game, is able to go forward and kick goals 
and looks to get team mates involved 
at every chance. Well done Luis, a great 
season.
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abandon that you would never have guessed 
that he had gone down with an injury. For that 
play, stand tall Rupert, you are the 7s White 
Club Man of the Year!

FLYNN MORRISON 
No Brainer this one. Super boot Morrison 
turns up to play and you know those footballs 
are going to suffer. He is the biggest kick in 
the comp with a sweet uncomplicated action 
which gets the ball spinning end over end and 
with a beautiful trajectory. Huge contributor 
on the scoreboard. He also has nous around 
the park and used his weapon to great effect 
from the back half in getting the ball over the 
opposition to get it goal side. Great season.

ROWAN O’CONNOR
Tenacious, determined. Look em up. That 
is Rowan. Chased and fought for the ball 
and created his own goals on countless 
occasions. Had a great season. Rowan 
really took the game on this year and was an 
integral part of the team. He was able to kick 
plenty of goals but was also able to share it 
around the team. His determination was an 
inspiration to his teammates.

MATISSE LIU
Matisse thoroughly deserves the award. She 
was the chief tormentor of the opposition 
when the ball hit the deck, a classic in and 
under player. She leaves the stoppages. 
Intelligent use of the ball was her hallmark 
and she provided real inspiration to those 
around her. Highlight of the season was when 
she went up against the Magpies and was 
subjected to a foul mouthed tirade by an 
opposition player. Matisse ignored the other 
girls rant and simply ran rings around her. 

Game Set Match. A win for sportsmanship 
and skill!

BILL SMITH 
I could not decide which one to give Bill, so I 
gave him both. In many ways, the awards go 
hand in hand. Bill made more smothers than 
anybody else. He was the first to lean what 
“Mark Up” meant. He was always given the 
best forward to tag, and more often than not 
came out on top. He had a real willingness 
to throw himself into marking contests with 
no thought of self-preservation and on more 
than one occasion plucked a screamer. Well 
done Bill.

LUCA SMITH
The other of the Smith Twins. With a cultured 
left boot and an eye for space and teammates 
in good positions, Luca is always going 
to be a handful for other teams. However, 
when you combine that with his speed and 
determination, you have the makings of a 
fantastic footy player. The season was littered 
with Lucas flying runs and high class finishing 
in front of the big sticks. Another great season 
and a stepping stone into a great career.

VELAYUS WYNNE 
Velayus improved out of sight in season 2013. 
He chased hard, defended well and scored 
a lot of goals. However, it was his vision 
around the field and willingness to look for 
players in better positions that marked his real 
improvement. He was often sighted hemmed 
in by opponents but refused to give up and 
found a teammate with a clever kick or 
handpass. It is probably easier to blaze away, 
but Velayus looked to do the team thing and 
as a result he is our Team Man.

LUCA COONEY
Luca was our international recruit and he 
showed what the altitude training conducted 
overseas can do for your running. He ran, 
then ran again, then he ran some more. 
The kid can run. Speed and endurance. He 
transitioned well into the Greyhounds set 
up but has room for improvement which will 
follow from a big preseason.

HUGH DAVIS
I said on a number of occasions during the 
season that Hugh has huge potential to make 
himself into a key forward. He is a throwback 
to Lockett and Dunstall, a power forward in 
the goal square. A target man. He will bring 
it to ground with 2 or 3 on him for the small 
forward to clean up and kick the goals. The 
tactic worked nicely and Hugh will develop 
into a special player for the Greyhounds.

RORY GAMBLE 
Rory had a quiet start to the year but 
exploded in the back half of season 2013 
with some great performances. He may not 
have kicked large bags of goals but Rory was 
concentrating on the one percenters, the 
little things that nobody wants to do, head 
over the ball, attempted smothers, marking 
up…the one percenters. They may not show 
on the stat sheet but everybody in the team 
environment knows… that’s what counts.

RUPERT GILLIES 
What can you say about this fella? A hugely 
important member of the team goes down 
during the season after a freak non-football 
injury. My thought? Season Over! How wrong 
I was. This fella came back stronger than 
before and threw himself around with such 

U7S WHITE

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best Runner Luca Cooney

Best Forward Hugh Davis

Most Improved Rory Gamble

Club Man Award Rupert Gillies

Best Kick Flynn Morrison

Best Goalkicker Rowan O’Connor

Best and Fairest Matisse Liu

Best Defender and 
Most Courageous

Bill Smith

Best Mid Fielder Luca Smith

Best Team Man Velayus Wynne

U7s White
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WILL KENNY 
Will built his game throughout the season and 
was a strong contributor across the ground. 
Will’s run and carry, and ability to seek out a 
team mate for a quick handpass or stabbing 
kick set him apart. Developing his ability to 
compete in the pack will make Will a leading 
player next year!

XAVIER BUSCH
Xavier has been one of the leaders of the 
team throughout the year, running the ball 
from any position, defending strongly and 
driving our attack. A fantastic season from 
Xavier and a great sign for things to come 
next season!

CHARLIE SARAH 
Charlie’s love of footy and passion for 
playing well are evident in everything he 
does. A strong trainer week-in and week-
out, this transforms into consistently strong 
performances on the field in any position. Able 
to put himself into space, find teammates 
for passes and kick more than the odd goal, 
Charlie had a fantastic season which we hope 
to see him build on again next year!

JACK CLANCY
Jack is one of the hardest workers on the 
team, constantly running to put himself into 
space, get the loose ball and support his 
teammates. It’s been a great season from 
Jack and we’re looking forward to big things 
from him next year.

HENRY DANIELS
Henry’s constant attack on the ball throughout 
saw him rack up big possession numbers and 
start up some great attacking moves. Henry 
built as the season went on, resulting in some 
masterful performances in the last few games 
and man of the match for the final gala day. 
2014 is shaping as a big season for Henry!

JOSHUA BROOK 
Henry’s partner in crime, Josh was known for 
big marks and bigger defence. Josh finished 
up the season as he’d played it, taking mark 
of the season in the last game of the gala day 
– busting a pack wide open to take the ball. 
Josh is developing well and will be a leader in 
the team next season.

PAT KELLER 
Pat built slowly across the season, 
culminating in some strong games in the back 
end of winter. Chasing hard to get to the ball 
and positioning himself to defend well were 
his hallmarks. Pat has set a good foundation 
for next year.

ZAC SHERRATT
Zac started the season slowly, but something 
clicked as the days started getting cold and 
he never looked back. Zac now lives by 
the Greyhound mantra of ‘first to the ball’, 
contributing strongly across the ground 
and giving the team first use of the ball on 
many occasions. It’s great to see a player 
developing his skills and passion like this.  
We look forward to Zac continuing to build  
on his skills in 2014.

NICHOLAS ANDREACCHIO 
Nick’s passion for the game, deadly accurate 
kicks, incisive runs and rock solid defence 
were a mainstay of the team throughout the 
season. His skills and drive were exemplified 
by his position as the team’s leading goal 
kicker. Nick was unlucky to miss out on best 
and fairest this year and should be working 
hard to take the stand next season!

U7S GREY

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best On-baller Henry Daniels

Best Mark Joshua Brook

Best Defender Pat Keller

Most Improved Zac Sherratt

Best Goal Kicker Nicholas Andreacchio

Best Team Man Will Kenny

Best Running 
Player

Xavier Busch

Best and Fairest Charlie Sarah

Hardest Worker Jack Clancy

U7s Grey
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COACH PETER READ 

COACH Peter Read

ASSISTANT 
COACH

Brendan Dessent

Jason Fretwell

Simon Thomsen

Will Gowers (U16s)

MANAGER Fiona Thomas 

COACH’S REPORT

Wow! What a year that was. 32 under 8s 
over three teams with 15 debutantes over 17 
rounds. The mighty pups did the Club proud. 
Boy can you sing that song loud with 30+ 
voices.

We entered three teams this year, the Blacks, 
the Whites & the Greys. The coaching panel 
made a decision early on to train the boys as 
a group and mix the teams up each week. 
This instilled our team values of team work, 
looking after your mates and giving everyone 
a fair go.

The boys were a real mix of experience – 5 
who had been with us since they were only 
four years old. Three of those went on to 
reach their 50 game milestones this season. 
Another 5 from the class of 2011, who really 
matured as footballers during the season. 
7 came back from last year’s U7s and were 
much better for the run and 15 first timers 
who took the game by the scruff of the neck 
and gave it a great big shake. Well done to 
you all. Thank you for entertaining us with 
your skills and sportsmanship each week.

With so many players we really needed a lot 
of parental support at both training and the 
games so thank you for all those who helped 
out with handball, kicking, ruck, marking & 
goal kicking practice, bib changing, water 
carrying, goal umpiring, taking photos and 
giving hugs and wiping away blood whenever 
needed.

Some people do need a special mention for 
their extra effort and support. At training, 
Dan O’Callaghan (Lochlann’s dad), Dan 
was always one of the first to training. His 
enthusiasm could not be denied and he 
was always willing to run a training drill. On 
game day Andy Twine (Cooper’s dad) was 
always there to help manage or coach a side. 
Our first-aider Sally Webb (Archie’s mum), 
fortunately I don’t think we overworked you, 
we literally cannot play without you. To all you 
guys a great big thank you from the coaches, 
manager & the players.

To my fellow coaches, Simon (Archie’s dad), 
BJ (Darcy D’s dad), Jason (Bailey’s dad), 
you guys are something else. Tirelessly 
working with the boys, each week imparting 
footy skills and a few life lessons along the 
way! Congratulations you have coached in 
excess of 400 player hours of game time 
this year and probably that again or more on 
the training paddock. To Will Gowers (U16s) 
thanks for all your continued support with 
the boys early this year and we hope school 
commitments will allow you to come back to 
coach with us in the U9s next year.
From all of us to our great team manager, 
Fiona (Paddy’s Mum) who kept us all on track 
each week. Her work as a liaison between 
the parents and coaches was just brilliant 
allowing us to ensure we were delivering what 
the players and parents expect from our great 
Club.

Our continued thanks goes to Peter Gowers, 
our Club President and his hardworking 

committee; to the Ground Managers; to 
Margaret Sammut for The Dishlicker; to 
our Auskick Coordinator, Margaret Dessant 
(Darcy’s mum) & to Don for the BBQ & coffee!
Looking forward to being back at Jubilee next 
year with the U9s!

U8s
Coach’s report & player profiles

GLEBE JAFC AWARDS

Club Rookie of 
the Year

Sebastien Procter

MILESTONES 

50 Games Darcy Dessent 

Liam Read 

Cooper Twine 
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PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best Utilty Player Raymond Burn

Best Roving Player Darcy Byrnes

Best Leading Player Banjo Byrnes

Most Tenacious 
Player

Tom Carroll

Most Agile Player Sam Cassell

Best Tagging Player Taine Coates

Most Improved 
Player

Thomas Crick

Most Valuable 
Player

Darcy Dessent 

Best Support Player Sam Donaldson

Most Enthusiastic 
Player

Nicholas Edwards

Best Ball Winner Jake Evans

Ball Magnet Award James Gibson

Best Running Player Adam Graham

Best & Fairest Jack Harris

Most Versatile 
Player

Alex Hess

Best Onballer Bailey Howlett-
Fretwell

Best Defensive 
Player

Bill Jordan

Naturally Talented 
Footballer

Jack Kilby

Best Kicking Player Hudson Korda

Best Playmaker Alexander Lawes

Best Forward Alexander Longville

Most Courageous 
Player

Oscar McMaster

Overhead Mark 
Award

Luca Morrow

Most Consistent 
Player

Jasper Nicholls

Rising Star Award Lochlann 
O'Callaghan

Rookie of the Year Sebastien Procter

Game Breaker 
Award

Joshua Rashid

Best Team Man Liam Read

Goal Kicker of the 
Year

Max Rider

Toughest Player Paddy Thomas

Most Determined 
Player

Archie Thomsen

Coach's Award Cooper Twine

RAYMOND BURN
One of the original Pups from the class of 
2010 Raymond continues to develop and 
mature as a footballer. Always looking for 
his team mates whether in the game or on 
the training paddock Raymond is known for 
always giving his best effort. An all-round 
effort over the entire season has rightfully 
earned him the title of a real utility player. 
Great effort Raymond.

DARCY BYRNES
One of our new Pups this year young Darcy 
really turned heads with his performances. 
Probably at his best in the engine room Darcy 
developed as a really good roving player. Not 
afraid to put his body on the line in the tough 
contests, this made him a much respected 
player amongst the playing group. Excellent 
debut season Darcy.

BANJO BYRNES
Easy to spot in those bright orange boots 
Banjo put his speed and agility to great use 
finding plenty of space to lead into. A debut 
season that points to greater exploits to 
come. The coaching staff are looking for the 
same and more in season 2014. Keep up all 
your good work Banjo and you will be a star.

TOM CARROLL
Tough as they come is our Tom. Not our 
biggest player but certainly the most 
tenacious. Tom is one of those players that 
play the game hard and tough. Not a player 
the opposition wants to mark or be marked 
by but always well respected by all who play 
with or against him. Outstanding first season 
Tom.

SAM CASSELL
Another of the class of 2013, Sam is the kind 
of player that can navigate himself into a pack 
and out of it again, usually with the Sherrin. 
Always attentive on the training paddock and 
able to follow our game plan to the letter, Sam 
is a delight to coach. An awesome first year in 
our game Sam.

TAINE COATES
Mr reliable is young Taine. Right out of the 
Brett Kirk school of taggers. Hard, tough and 
never stopping makes Taine a popular team 
mate. Opposition players shudder when they 
see Taine is marking them. They know it will 
not be their turn to shine today. Taine was 
not solely a defensive player contributing on 
average a goal a game. Sensational debut 
Taine. 

THOMAS CRICK
In his second season of AFL Thomas 
continues to improve what is already an 
impressive skill set. Always listening to the 
coach’s instructions Thomas displays those 
fearless attributes that will make him a star 
player in years to come. High percentage 
disposals make him sought after by his fellow 
players. Thomas you are a special player for 
the mighty Pups.

DARCY DESSENT 
Another of the originals from 2010 young 
Darcy only knows one way and that is 
forward. Blessed with a booming right foot 
and a desire for the ball like no other, his value 
to the team cannot be underestimated and 
he is fast becoming one of our real match 
winners. Reaching a dual milestone this year 
of 50 games and over 50 career goals he 
continues to shine. Congratulations Darcy.

SAM DONALDSON
Sam is one of those guys everybody on the 
team likes. He is a selfless player that will 
always give off the ball to his team mate in a 
better position. After that he is always there 
to support them. Although not a prolific goal 
scorer this year he would be leading our 
goal assist count. Team play personified – jut 
magnificent Sam.

NICHOLAS EDWARDS
If all first year players displayed the 
enthusiasm for the game Nicholas did 
coaching would be an easy task. Not only 
keen at training Nicholas was keen to do 
those little one percent things that can turn 
a game in your favour. Nicholas was also 
one of only two players to play all our games 
this season. No keener player do we have. 
Earmark Nicholas for great things in the 
seasons to come.

U8s
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BILL JORDAN
A player who has really matured this year, 
Bill’s best displays were definitely in the back 
half. Always solid in the back or half back line 
he has stopped many an opposition attacking 
raid. Often mistakenly underrated by our 
opposition Bill has been the start of many end 
to end goals for the mighty Pups. Fantastic 
effort Bill.

JACK KILBY
A natural footballer with talent in all aspects 
of the game is young Jack. Always playing 
quality footy, he continually shines all over the 
field. Keen listening at training shows him to 
be the player who can implement the game 
plan even in those high pressure moments. A 
player who can always sneak a goal at a vital 
moment adds to his value as a player. Just 
magnificent Jack.

HUDSON KORDA
Hudson is the man with the golden boot. 
Whenever a clearing kick is required in 
defence or a long raking shot at goal is 
needed at the pointy end of the game, Huddo 
is our man. Often appearing to be looking at 
other things Hudson is very deceptive, with a 
lightening turn of speed to pounce on a loose 
ball and send it into attack. All hallmarks of a 
terrific season Hudson.

ALEXANDER LAWES
Not only playing in every game, Alexander 
made the play too. From ruck to defence 
and deep in attack he showed ability that 
defied this being his debut season of AFL. 
Another of our really hard workers on the 
training track, Alexander quickly picked up 
the basics of our game and then went on to 
add the finesse. You are a star in the making 
Alexander.

ALEXANDER LONGVILLE
One of our leading goal getters Alexander 
has really taken control of the forward half of 
the paddock. It’s not all attack with him. He 
understands the benefit of applying forward 
pressure to keep the ball in our forward line 
and create scoring opportunities for him and 
his team mates. A sensational season for 
Alexander we will welcome him back for his 
second next year.

OSCAR MCMASTER
Fear does not enter Oscar’s lexicon. Small but 
courageous are the traits he wants to live by. 
A coach’s dream player with a good read of 
the game he constantly provides us feedback 
that allows subtle changes to the game plan. 
At his best on the bottom of the pack he is 
often last up with the Sherrin which he tosses 
to the ump so he can get stuck in again. Truly 
amazing season Oscar.

JAKE EVANS
A ball winner all over the park Jake was 
just outstanding in his second season with 
the Club. Not our tallest player but always 
playing above his height he is well respected 
by his team mates and coaches alike. Bullet 
like passes and great ball handling ability 
really set Jake apart. Consistent high quality 
performances were a hallmark of Jake’s 
terrific season.

JAMES GIBSON
What a first season James. A great running 
player all over the park James just seemed 
to attract the ball. Near the top of the stats in 
clean possessions & effective disposals, he 
was a real asset to our Team. Always in the 
reckoning when best on ground awards were 
discussed. Next year promises so much – 
sensational season James.

ADAM GRAHAM
One of the quiet ones is our Adam. Not many 
words spoken or required. With his steely 
determination Adam always knows his way to 
the posts. With an excellent conversion rate 
we can always rely on him for a bag of goals. 
This together with a big engine that powers 
his running game makes him a real handful for 
all opposition teams. Good job Adam.

JACK HARRIS
A first year convert from another code Jack 
was spotted early to make a real impact on 
our game. He made the transition seamlessly 
and has been a shining example of how 
Auskick should be played. Plenty of high 
percentage touches and not afraid of the 
contest make him popular with all. Never a 
stranger in front of goal and an accurate kick 
to match. You are a real asset to the Team 
Jack.

ALEX HESS
Versatility is a by-line when talking about 
Alex. In his 3rd season of our code and using 
his size, skill and speed Alex made every 
moment count out on the paddock. Great 
vision allowed Alex to consistently deliver the 
ball to the hot spots and put our team deep 
into attack. An unselfish player, Alex displays 
the team work we want to be known for. Nice 
Work Alex.

BAILEY HOWLETT-FRETWELL
Carrying on from his break out season last 
year Bailey has made playing on the ball his 
own. Diminutive in stature but not in heart, 
the pace the ferocity with which he hits the 
contest often make us  wince. A leader in 
the hard ball gets makes him a delight to 
the coaches and brings a smile to the cheer 
squad. Well done Bailey you will be welcomed 
back next year.
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LOCHLANN O’CALLAGHAN
In his first season Lochlann turned out to 
be one of the stars of our team. Fearless at 
the contest, blessed with great natural skills 
and a good listener on at training meant that 
Lochlann really made a mark on our games. A 
real team man who not only scored a bagful 
of goals but also had many goal assists. 
High quality performances were the sign of 
Lochlann’s terrific season.

SEBASTIEN PROCTER
Our leading goal scorer averaging two 
and a half goals a game, getting plenty of 
possessions and taking a real leadership 
role on the field makes Sebastien a worthy 
recipient of not only our team’s Rookie of the 
Year award but also the Club’s 2013 Rookie 
Award too. Clearly a class act both on and off 
the field – your Greyhound future is looking 
very bright Sebastien.

JOSHUA RASHID
A breakout first season by Joshua made him 
a real favourite to our cheer squad. Never 
taking a backward step and always having the 
vision to spot a team mate in a better position 
Joshua’s percentage of effective disposals is 
to be admired. Performance at training also 
augurs well for his future in the game. You are 
an essential part of our team Joshua.

LIAM READ
Selfless and team-first are some of the values 
Liam puts on display every week for the 
Pups. Hard at the ball and willing to always 
hand pass off to a player in a better position, 
Liam is the type of player everybody wants to 
line up beside. Reaching his milestone of 50 
career games and 50 career goals is a real 
credit to him. The coach is proud of you Liam.

MAX RIDER
A booming kick announces another of our 
debut players. Max not only has a long 
kick it is also deadly accurate which led to 
him bagging over 20 goals this season. His 
positional play puts him always uncannily 
in the right spot  leading to many scoring 
opportunities. He also is very popular  with 
our playing group. This makes Max one of our 
most exciting and important players.

PADDY THOMAS
Tough as nails is young Paddy. A workhorse 
of the team all over the field he never shirks 
doing the hard yards. Using his turn of speed 
and balance he often leaves the opposition 
players in his wake. Paddy’s great feel for the 
game and outstanding vision always allow 
him to make the most of his many disposals. 
Paddy you deliver every time you take the 
field – well done.

ARCHIE THOMSEN
A big lad with a big heart and determination 
to match, Archie is one of our fiercest 
competitors. Setting the standards in finding 
space, Archie remains one of the elite players 
of the U8s. A real talker on the field he 
stepped up this season to become one of our 
leadership group.  A player who always gives 
100% effort, Archie had a terrific season.

COOPER TWINE
Having watched Cooper play since 2010 
this was really his season. Showing more 
ability, determination, willingness to listen to 
the game plan and a lot more maturity made 
Cooper a real pleasure to coach and a great 
team player. Always competitive wherever 
positioned we can look forward to Coopers 
exciting brand of play next season.

LUCA MORROW
The best overhead mark in the competition. 
Like inspector gadget Luca reaches above 
the pack and plucks mark after mark in game 
after game. Probably at his best at the half 
back line where he can control the play Luca 
has All Australian written all over him. He 
can also bag some sneaky goals too, which 
makes him a complete player. Superb stuff 
Luca.

JASPER NICHOLLS
Week in, week out Jasper continues to 
produce the goods on the paddock. One of 
our talls, Jasper uses his height advantage to 
create maximum impact for the Mighty Pups. 
Whether taking a specky or crashing the pack 
we know the advantage will be with our boys. 
Excellent play Jasper.

U8s
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COACH Paul Kitchin

Brad Scutella

ASSISTANT COACH David Hando

MANAGER Blaze Stephenson

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Outstanding Team 
Player

Alexander Berg

Best Utility Benjamin Baskin

Outstanding Centre Ben Hitchen

Emerging Talent Darcy Luff

Best All Rounder Finn Kitchin

Best Ruckman Harvey Lynn

Best Defender Hayden Hando

Outstanding Mid-
Fielder

Hazel Bluett

Outstanding Support 
Player

Jacob Harman

Best Ball Winner James Kenny

Outstanding Utility Jeremy Waldon

Rookie of the Year Joseph Ferreira

Outstanding Forward Nicholas Stenger

Most Courageous Noah Glynn Yosef

Most Determined Noah Sherratt

Outstanding Defender Patrick Tame

Most Versatile Reed Rauchle

Outstanding Wingman Riley Armstrong

Most Improved Ronan Brown

Best On Baller Samuel Scutella

Rising Star Award Tadhg Bourrelly

COACH PAUL KITCHIN & BRAD SCUTELLA

Over the season we saw great improvement 
right across the team. Each week we saw 
progress in the length of kicks, the accuracy 
of passing, the support play and even the 
mastery of the “hold and release” tackle. 
One of the pleasing elements was to see the 
teams develop strong combinations - hand 
balling and kicking between each other, then 
supporting each other as they moved up the 
field. The ingredients are all there in the team 
to take the next step up in playing standard 
as they graduate to playing more open games 
on bigger grounds. We will also benefit from 
getting back on to Jubilee Oval and having 
more space to train.

At the season’s end the team had their 
introduction to “official scoring” and to 
finals football with the two gala days run as 
a qualifying for a final four. It was a tough 
initiation when we probably didn’t play at our 
best and did not qualify for the finals but as 
always the teams showed great passion and 
enthusiasm and gave it their all.

A big thank you for the support we got from 
all the parents. There was a regular band 
of helpers at training but special thanks to 
Michael, David, Damian and Duncan who 
helped us keep those training drills working.

Huge thanks also to Blaze Stephenson our 
team manager who kept us all on track at 
training, on game day – in fact on just about 
every day, dealing with everything from 
footyweb to canteen duty and organising 
photos – and of course the game milestone 
banners.

But most of all, thanks to all the kids. We 
hope you keep having fun, keep playing hard 
– and we will see you all next year!

COACH’S REPORT

It was a great season for the 2013 Under 9 
Greyhounds. We had a quality team this year 
with a mix of returning players and some new 
faces who turned out in the Black & White for 
the first time. With a squad of 21 we trained 
as one group but on Saturday’s split into 
two teams – the Blacks and the Whites. This 
meant that the kids were able to develop 
combinations with regular team mates each 
week but also gave us the flexibility to move 
players around depending on who was 
available each week.

On game day, Brad Scutella would take 
charge of the Whites and Paul Kitchin worked 
with the Blacks, with the great support of 
David Hando who stepped into game day 
coaching when needed. While we started 
with a good sized squad the reality was we 
struggled with numbers most weeks – relying 
on some regulars playing up from the Under 
8s as well as the opposition to even up the 
teams. The vagrancies of the winters flus and 
absences hit us hard and we did not have 
one weekend when the full squad played – 
indeed we only had 2 players who played 
every game.

The major exception to the two team format 
was the “Wild and Wet Weekend at Mahoney” 
against Moore Park in the pouring rain. The 
weather scared away many players from both 
sides and we played a combined team game. 
Not that many will remember the details of 
the game. It will be remembered for the ankle 
high water, the aquaplaning through puddles 
and the blue coloured lips on shivering 
children. Even for the hardened footy Dads 
the pre-game war-cry of “good to see some 
real wet weather footy” was soon replaced 
with “blow the hooter – let’s go home”. 

U9s 
Coach’s report & player profiles
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GSJ  SYDNEY HARBOUR

Outstanding 
Acheivement

Finn Kitchin

Samuel Scutella 

CITY WEST DEVELOPMENT TEAM

Players Finn Kitchin

Harvey Lynn

Hayden Hando

James Kenny 

Samuel Scutella 

MILESTONES 

100 Games Samuel Scutella

50 Games Alexander Berg

Finn Kitchin

Hayden Hando

James Kenny

Nicholas Stenger

HAZEL BLUETT
Hazel only played a few games for us this 
year as she moved to become a regular with 
the all girls team. The games she played were 
always strong, she keeps a cool head under 
pressure, looks for someone to pass to and 
delivers quality disposals to her team mates.

JACOB HARMAN
Jacob played most of his games with the 
Blacks this season and was always a strong 
and willing contributor. As the year progressed 
his confidence grew noticeably and he was 
increasingly willing to get in and scramble 
for the ball and get it out to one of his team 
mates. Well done Jacob.
  
JAMES KENNY 
Not only an outstanding player James is 
also our resident football statistician with all 
the information about AFL and especially 
the Swans you could need. He is a terrier in 
getting the ball and repeatedly would blow 
the game open with his great burst of speed 
and ball clearance – Lewis Jetta would be 
proud. A great season James who also hit 50 
games.

JEREMY WALDON
A good season for Jeremy, who emerged as 
a player who can work well across the full 
range of positions. When he got the ball he 
was always looking to off-load to a team mate 
and was often instrumental in the lead up play 
for our goal scoring. His kicking and passing 
skills also developed well. 

JOSEPH FERREIRA
A great signing for the Greyhounds in 2013. 
Joey had a cracker of a year – he goes for 
the ball with little fear, uses his strength and 
speed to burst out of the packs and when 
he clears the ball it’s with a booming kick. He 
had a great season including 5-goals in one 
game. Great work Joey – our well deserved 
Rookie of the Year.

NICHOLAS STENGER
A milestone season for Nicholas, not only in 
achieving 50 games but in the improvement 
in his play. He had a number of stand-out 
games particularly show casing some great 
marking in the forwards. He kicked 6 goals for 
the season and was instrumental in setting up 
many others. Great Work!

NOAH GLYNN YOSEF
One of our players who showed his versatility 
by at times switching between the Black and 
White teams. Noah plays with great energy 
and courage and is not afraid to go in hard to 
win the ball out of the pack. He can run hard 
all day and is a great player to have on the 
team.

ALEXANDER BERG 
Another good year for Alexander, where he 
continued to work hard and develop his skills. 
His kicking and support play with his team 
mates improved through the season. It was 
also great to see Alexander hit 50 games this 
year – a truly committed Greyhound.

BENJAMIN BASKIN
After a couple of seasons away it was good 
to see Benjamin back in the Greyhound 
black and white. He has strong natural ball 
skills which ensure he gets plenty of ball and 
over the season developed good passing 
combinations, particularly with Samuel. A 
great team player!

BEN HITCHEN
A strong season for Ben with most of his 
games played for the Whites. On the field he 
is always busy getting in position to take a 
pass, harassing the opposition or dashing for 
the ball. Played some of his best games in the 
centre and continues to improve.

DARCY LUFF
Darcy was new to the Greyhounds this 
season and was a welcome addition to the 
team. His games were limited as he juggled 
with his commitments to some game they 
play with a round ball – but they were good 
quality games. Has good ball and positional 
skills and we hope to see him back next year.

FINN KITCHIN
Finn had another great season, passing 50 
games and showing his great ability to play 
any position on the field. His games this year 
were always highlighted by strong marking – 
making great position and with strong hands 
he was often a brick wall across the half back 
line. Yet at the other end of the field he was 
also one of our leading goal kickers.

HARVEY LYNN
A great player who regularly gave us drive 
out of the centre it was a strong season for 
Harvey. While we have always known Harvey 
has a great kick, this year his passing and 
support play really came on. He was pretty 
handy in front of goals too, picking up 10 
goals for the season. A top effort!

HAYDEN HANDO
One of the speed machines of the team 
Hayden is a player the team can always 
depend on. While strong across the ground 
some of his best games this year were in 
defence where he often used his speed to 
get clear of the pack and clear the ball down 
the field. Also contributed up front, kicking 
6-goals for the season and passing 50 
games.

U9s
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NOAH SHERRATT
Noah is a very determined and competitive 
player who never stops during the game. 
He works hard at constantly pressuring the 
opposition players and has also developed his 
hand ball and kicking skills during the year to 
show great improvement. Great effort Noah!

PATRICK TAME
A great competitor on the field it was a fine 
season for Patrick. While he played some of 
his best games in defence he was equally 
effective in attack and the mid-field. His 
kicking and team play really came on during 
the year and Patrick is a great team mate.

REED RAUCHLE
Reed had a strong season and increasingly 
showed his versatility in all positions on the 
ground. While often more at more at home 
in the backs by the season end he was 
working passing combinations with his team 
mates right through the centres and into the 
forwards.

RILEY ARMSTRONG 
In his first year playing football Riley made 
great progress developing his skills and also 
working well with the team. His understanding 
of positional play improved – moving into 
space to give his team mates someone to 
pass to and marking up on the opposition 
when required. He is a keen and enthusiastic 
team player.

RONAN BROWN
We had two Ronan’s in our team this year - 
the rookie who arrived at game one and the 
emerging quality footballer by season end. 
He showed a great willingness to get in after 
the ball and he developed good combinations 
with his team mates especially Harvey. Well 
done Ronan.

SAMUEL SCUTELLA  
A stand out player for the Whites this year, 
each week we saw Samuel’s super silky 
skills on display. An absolute natural with 
the ball in hand Samuel is also a tenacious 
defender who contributes right across the 
field. Was one of the leading goal kickers and 
also became the first in the team to hit the 
100-game milestone right at the end of the 
season.

TADHG BOURRELLY 
One of the emerging stars of the team Tadhg 
played a number of first class games this 
season. His positional play really improved 
often providing leads for his team mates and 
reading the game well, which resulted in him 
getting the ball more regularly and using it 
well. Becoming a regular ball winner.
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COACH Guy Fitzroy

ASSISTANT 
COACH

Matt Kidd

Liam Wheatley (U16s)

MANAGER Elle Dezarnaulds

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best & Fairest Riley Fitzroy

Runner Up B&F Baxter Aurisch

Most Consistent Lachlan Walsh

Most improved Gus Tierney

Rookie Braith  Coates

Leading Goal 
Kicker

Harrison Edwards (15)

GLEBE JAFC AWARDS

Susan Parker 
Memorial Auskick 
Graduate of the 
Year

Finn McKendryFinally to Elle Dezarnaulds, thank you to the 
best half-arsed (her words) manager we are 
ever likely to get and a special thank you to 
Karen, Bev and Jodie who stepped up time 
and again to fill in as manager and clear up 
Elle’s mess.  

Thanks also to the long-suffering Matt Kidd 
whose sideline intensity has seen him earn 
the ire of so many opposition supporters who 
clearly have no idea about the bloody rules.

See you in 2014.

COACH’S REPORT

2013 saw this group of lads play together 
for the first time. Previous seasons with just 
enough players for two teams meant that we 
were always short and borrowing younger 
players or ‘evening-up’ with the opposition. 
The team responded to this consistent playing 
roster with new confidence and enthusiasm. 

The injection of several new and exciting 
players gave the team much more depth  
and plenty more options all over the park. 

Highlights of the year were undoubtedly  
the gala days played at Mahoney and  
then later at Goddard and ADO. The hurly-
burly atmosphere combined with a lack of 
instruction or position structure seemed to 
suit a team that quite often either don’t play 
by or know the rules.

The atmosphere around this group is familiar, 
supportive and with a sense of humour. The 
boys themselves are only part of this group. 
The parents, grandparents and carers that 
are always happy to be shanghai-ed into 
coaching, training, managing, bbq-ing and 
taxiing around have to be thanked for just 
being themselves. 

A special mention to Liam Wheatley for giving 
his time at training this year. Also to Shane 
McKendry for stepping in to any role he is 
asked. To Warwick Moss, Mark Keller and 
Frank Fotea for fabulous flag work, and to 
Kingsley Harrison and Karen Strudwick for 
record-keeping (as we don’t keep scores…
weird).

COACH GUY FITZROY

U10s 
Coach’s report & player profiles
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GUS TIERNEY
Gus started the season as he finished it….
solid and strong. In our first match of the year 
against Moore Park he took up the fullback 
position as requested. As it was the first game 
of the season our midfield was a shambles 
and before long the Tigers were enjoying both 
possession and territory. Gus stood tall at the 
back, playing like a lad twice his height, his 
dogged defence that day was an inspiration 
to the rest of the team who turned the match 
around by following Gus very simple principle; 
BE FIRST TO THE BALL. The improvement in 
Gus’s skills this season has been fantastic. 

EDWARD MOIR
When Edward arrived this year the first thing 
I noticed was that he was a little nervous. 
The second was that he was a little tall. Tall 
we like, and in a team of mainly leprechaun 
heritage, tall we need. Once Edward showed 
his kicking and marking skills we knew he 
had the makings of a special player. In his 
rookie season Edward didn’t take long to find 
the right way around the park, his movement 
forward brings the crowd to it’s feet and 
his ability to handball to a player in space 
is fantastic for a rookie season. We are so 
looking forward to see Edward develop  
next year.

RILEY FITZROY
Riley was our midfield this year. We made 
efforts to give everyone chances as forward, 
midfielder and defender as per the Auskick 
model. That plan worked fine until we tried to 
take Riley out of the midfield…what happened 
next is not worth repeating …the fact that we 
tried to take Riley out of midfield on numerous 
occasions throughout the season proved two 
things;1; that some people never learn and 
2; that even in Auskick where we don’t “keep 
score’ and ‘everyone’s a winner’…. the game 
is no fun at all if you don’t have the ball. Riley 
gets the ball…enough said.

NICHOLAS CALIC
One of two rookies this year from St. 
Brendans, and one of only two left-footers 
in the squad, Nick’s personality matches his 
build….he’s a big lad with a big personality 
who’s enthusiasm to learn,listen and practice 
new skills never waivered throughout the 
year. Nick has a great ability to gather ball in 
heavy traffic and over the season his ability 
to release the ball improved markedly. Nick 
is a keen student of the game…I remember 
Nick taking a mark against Newtown at the 
University Oval and instead of congratulating 
himself and turning to the adoring crowd to 
receive the applause as one might expect 
from a rookie, he turned, saw that Finn was 
free, handballed to his unmarked team mate 
who ran and kicked a major. Nick has plenty 
to learn and plenty to offer.

RHYS KIMBERLEY
Rhys’s return to the Greyhounds this season 
was complicated by his new school sporting 
commitments. Despite the odds of Rhys 
making many games not looking good 
early in the season, Rhys (and his traffic-
loving parents Paula and Mark) broke land 
speed records week in week out to join his 
Greyhound team mates. The whole team 
really appreciated Rhys’s presence and 
through the season Rhys grew as a player in 
both skill and mental toughness. Rhys always 
looks for work, commits to the play and 
enjoys putting his body on the line.

LUCA FOTEA
Luca enjoyed another successful season  
with the Greyhounds. Luca was asked  
to play a bigger role in midfield this season 
which cut down his goal scoring chance  
–asking such a prolific goal-sneak to to take 
on the less glamorous role of gaining and 
controlling possession could have ended 
badly, but to his credit Luca took to his  
new role with gusto, his gentle demeanor  
off the field masking Luca’s ability to morph 
into a fearsome midfielder with lovely 
overhead skills

HAMISH KIDD
Hamish had a wonderful year, his involvement 
in the game is increasing, his skill level 
is improving and he has started to take 
advantage of his size in the contest. Hamish’s 
initial reluctance to ruck work was quickly 
forgotten as he had more possessions 
this season than ever before. His kicking 
technique has improved such that he has 
much more confidence with the ball.

U10s
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LUCA STENEKES
Luca is such a quiet achiever, not loud, not 
showy, always amongst it or not far away. 
Luca, like quite a few of the lads this year, 
had a fair bit of trouble adhering to the various 
notions of “grab and release”. His enthusiasm 
at the “tackle” coupled with the massive 
variations on what constituted “3 seconds” 
put Luca on the back foot at various stages 
this year. But Luca’s unwillingness to alter his 
tactics will, I think, be seen as a masterstoke 
in season 2014. How do I know this ? 
Because I was lucky enough to see Luca play 
up with the U11’s and wreak havoc against 
an unsuspecting Drummoyne Power. Luca will 
relish the freedom after Auskick and I can’t 
wait to see it.

TOM SHERRATT
It would be easy to call Tom our own “Pocket 
Rocket” or our player “with a heart as big 
as Phar Lap’s” and then be done with it 
because those monikers fit. But Tom is all 
that and more to our team. Arguably our 
smallest player and our biggest blood donor, 
Tom never stops till he drops…literally. The 
only concession Tom gives to the opposition 
is his lower centre of gravity, on every other 
level of competition that you could measure 
Tom gives nothing away…he knows how 
to play the game in the right spirit, with the 
right attitude and always thinking of the 
team. In the last game of the season against 
a Maroubra side laden with wannabe early 
draft picks, Tom made a run from midfield 
that had the crowd comparing it to Jetta vs 
Collingwood ….with that sort of finish to the 
game no one cared about the score anymore.

HARRISON EDWARDS
Harrison likes to disappear , float around on 
the edges, try not to get in trouble. When 
he arrived last year I quickly realized that 
we had a Phantom in our midst, a Phantom 
who played the game in positions that were 
not in the coaching manual, positions that 
only he knew existed. That made life difficult 
for us at times until we realized that just as 
we didn’t know what the Phantom was up 
to, nor did the opposition. Whacko ! What 
a brilliant plan. So we send Harrison in a 
general direction these days and then wait 
and see what happens. What happens is that 
the Phantom in our leading goal kicker..that’s 
what happens. No one sees him till he’s got 
the ball, he don’t muck about that Phantom…
snap here, left foot from the pocket there, 
over his head while facing the opposite 
direction (he missed)…there are no bounds 
for the Phantom. He might turn up next year, 
who would know….he is the most secret of 
secret weapons…only we know his name.

LACHLAN WALSH
Lachie doesn’t know what first gear is, nor 
second or third….Lachie launches himself 
full throttle not only in training, but during 
pre-match warm-ups and even during the 
club song. His efforts on the field each week 
after backing up from rugby have been 
extraordinary. Lachie told me that he likes to 
replace his 10.30am calf stretches with a full 
blooded game of rugby at 8am to really get 
warmed up for the main event at 11am. If you 
asked Lachie to run all day, he would. If you 
asked him how much he liked smashing Easts 
Bulldogs he would just smile and walk away. 
He is a joy to coach and is another player 
who will relish the freedom post-Auskick

FINN MCKENDRY
Finn’s midfield ruck work this year was 
extraordinary. His aggression in tight never 
foundered and his running handball out of 
the back pocket got the Greyhounds out 
of a lot of murky situations . Finn would be 
the first to admit that his kick left a lot to be 
desired and although he has always practiced 
like a Trojan, the contact was never reliable, 
but every now and again he would strike it 
right, and the Sherrin would launch 30 or 40 
metres. We knew he had the potential, he just 
had to find his rhythm. Well anyone who saw 
the back half of this season knows that Finn 
found his mojo, pushed forward and started 
bagging goals like he was born to it. Finn’s 
utter delight at punting his first long range 
goal was something that I won’t forget and 
that his Dad Shane is still talking about.

HARRY KELLER
Harry generally doesn’t give much away. 
He plays his cards close to his chest. He 
never beats his own drum nor questions the 
relevance of a particular training drill. Harry 
never jumps about with his arms flaying 
begging for this position or that. Harry knows 
much more than he lets on. Harry doesn’t 
play fancy footy, not yet..he’s waiting, he’s 
holding himself back. I know...i’ve seen what 
he can do when he forgets his cool calm 
demenour and stops thinking about what 
he’s about to do…..this season Harry took 
marks under pressure and made tackles that 
counted. In the final gala day game of the 
year against a Maroubra side that not only 
refused to drop the ball but also decided 
they we didn’t need it, Harry burst from the 
back pocket onto a bouncing ball, skittled 
two Saints forwards on his way through 
and handballed to an unmarked Greyhound 
midfielder…surprising,.brilliant and skillful …
Harry’s best play is only going to get better.

BRAITH COATES
Our second rookie from St. Brendans arrived 
with one thing on his mind….goals. Braith 
can mark, he can kick, he can run and he can 
score goals. What Braith didn’t realize was 
that he can defend ..and defend with passion. 
Not many put their hand up to play at the 
back without a little hostage negotiation and 
Braith as a rookie was no different. But one 
morning at Mahoney Park, without thinking, 
I put all the St Brendan’s crew together in 
defence. My goodness, the power of mates 
outdoing mates…Braith combined with 
Harrison and Oliver that morning to give 
the opposition a lesson in working for one 
another…it was great to watch. We are so 
looking forward to seeing Braith take the 
competition by storm next year.

JACK HAMILL
Such a pleasure to have Jack back with us 
again this season. Jack also juggled school 
and club games each Saturday and his 
enthusiasm for the game shines at training 
and on match day. Jack loves playing up front 
and has an uncanny ability to pick up loose 
ball and snap for goal. His goal celebrations 
are legendary and his willingness to play 
for the opposition when it’s needed shows 
his true love of the game….one of Jack’s 
most memorable games this year was while 
wearing the GWS colours on SKODA Stadium 
playing for Concord Giants against us ! Jack 
loves a big stage and has the potential be a 
force next year.

BAXTER AURISCH
It was so good to welcome our prodigal son 
home this season. After a year in the rugby 
wilderness Baxter returned with passion, 
determination and new headgear. Baxter is 
undoubtably the most ferocious, dependable 
and wily defender in our competition. Baxter’s 
ability to anticipate the direction of an 
opposition attack is superb. Time and time 
again Baxter appears from nowhere to stop 
goals, very often with a spectacular diving 
mark. His pace belies his ability to cover 
ground so quickly and his hunger for the ball 
puts bigger lads to shame. Baxter’s influence 
on the team was no more apparent this year 
than when he was on his Gold Coast casino 
tour. We had essentially lost our backbone 
and played like we were in a terrible dream 
where the goals kept raining down on us. 
Baxter’s return the following week erased all 
the previous week’s nightmare and he has 
promised never to play high-stakes poker 
during the season ever again.
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RYAN HENNESSY
When we are packing up after training and 
collecting footballs we are always short, 
always one short..there’s always one still 
being kicked around…and it always being 
kicked by the same kid…Ryan. Ryan always 
has a Sherrin in his hand, on his foot or flying 
in his general direction. While other lads still 
arrive at training and confuse it for wrestling 
practice, Ryan will always be the first to start 
kicking. The first to start marking. The first to 
try his luck at the ‘hip and shoulder’. The first 
to come off second best and also the first to 
dust himself off and get on with it. Ryan’s left 
foot snapped some lovely goals this year but 
nowhere near as many as he deserved. Like 
many of our squad, Ryan had a frustrating 
time with the ‘grab and release’ concept The 
idea of making a fair tackle and then being 
asked to ‘release’ was, for a player who 
would rather play footy than eat or comb his 
hair, quite a disheartening concept. Post-
Auskick Ryan’s talents will finally be allowed to 
shine against a backdrop of fast hard footy.  

OLIVER HITCHEN
Ollie is a player to watch. His progress from 
green rookie last season has been steady if 
not spectacular. There is plenty of time for 
spectacular because Ollie is a great example 
of a player who practices with conviction, 
who listens to advice, who asks the right 
questions and is always playing for the team. 
His combinations with Harrison , Braith and 
Nick throughout the season got Ollie more 
involved in the contest and from that his skill 
level under pressure improved out of sight. 

U10s
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Special thanks to our Manager Michael 
Bicknell, who juggled two teams in a 
changing divisional environment. His project 
management skills showed their supremacy 
juggling so many players. And a special 
mention to the parents who were regular 
helpers at training and games including Dan 
Hennessy and Jason Howard.

Thanks also to my co-coach Kevin Lum, who 
bought game knowledge from his own his 
own career as AFL veteran and who is always 
encouraging and developing the Whites 
players.

Thank you parents, thank you kids and I look 
forward to seeing you on the oval next next.

COACH’S REPORT

Having two teams, the Blacks and the Whites, 
gave us a multitude of talent to deploy every 
week. The teams interchanged and supported 
each other in a way to make the club proud. 
Even though only a few individuals win 
awards, the entire Under 11s squad is a 
winning group.

The season started with one team playing 
in the under 12s Division 3, while the Whites 
played in the Under 11s. However, following 
Round 6 regrading, both Glebe teams played 
the balance of the year in the Under 11s 
division. This proved a great opportunity for 
our boys to play against children of a similar 
level and to match up against each other on a 
number of occasions.

No matter who played, when the Blacks 
played, they won and dominated the Under 
11s.

Overall it was a great season where we saw 
improvements in the skill of all our players. As 
the season progressed the teamwork efforts 
exceeded expectations.

A special thanks to Lachlan White 
whose encouraging manner and clear 
communication spurred our kids on to 
greatness. He put in time at training and on 
Saturdays and many kids commented on how 
they appreciate how he influenced them.

COACH SIMON MUNN & KEVIN LUM

U11s 
Coach’s report & player profiles
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PRESENTATION AWARDS

Black Best & Fairest Abe Mahlab

Black Runner Up 
B&F

Daire Filitonga

White Best & Fairest Lucien Procter

White Runner Up 
B&F

Cullen Lum

Best Team Player Dylan Howard

Most Consistent Ben Hennessy

Most Determined Michael Read

Most Valuable Clem Bicknell

Rookie of the Year Kade Fox-Quinn

Most Tenacious Sebastian Wood

Best Tackler Oskar Matos

Best On-baller Sam Coffey-Thorpe

Best Forward Gabriel Bass Tracy

Most Versatile Ryan Kitchin

Best Defender Byron Young

Most Courageous Samuel Burn

Most Improved Thomas Brown

Most Potential Cameron Kerr

Best All-rounder Lachlan Wilcox

Coach’s 
Encouragement

Riaz Khan

Best Utility Jamie Shaw

Best Wingman Hunter Munn

Best Rover Max Norington

Best Supporting 
Player

Nathan Harman

COACH Simon Munn 

Kevin Lum

PLAYER COACH Lachlan White

MANAGER Michael Bicknell

GSJ SYDNEY HARBOUR 
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARD 

Whites Lucien Procter

Blacks Kade Fox-Quinn

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

Players Ryan Kitchin

Clem Bicknell

Ben Henessy

Abe Mahlab

Tom Brown

MILESTONES 

100 Games Daire Filtonga

50 Games Dylan Howard

Ryan Kitchin

Lachlan Wilcox

Tom Brown

U11s
GABE BASS-TRACY
Gabe started the season in full forward kicking 
a few goals and was a versatile utility around 
the ground facilitating play and goals.

CLEM BICKNELL
Operating in the ruck and middle Clem was 
a cornerstone of our drive from the centre. 
He bounced back from a foot injury without 
complaint to be one of the great contributors 
of the season.

SAM COFFEY-THORPE
A fast runner with intense intent, Sam seized 
a tagging role in a number of games with 
great results. Playing mostly in the forward 
pocket he had an overall great season.

DAIRE FILTONGA
His characteristic strong marks and running 
game made Daire an invaluable member of 
the team. Not only is he an accomplished a 
goal kicker but he is a solid defense player 
who always makes a difference.

SAMUEL BURN
A consistent member of the team whose 
dedication and improvement over the season 
deserves notice and commendation.

TOM BROWN
Tom showed strong development this season 
and played in the ruck. Never afraid to go in 
hard for the ball. A good season Tom.

KADE FOX-QUINN
2013 was Kade’s first season and what a 
great start to an AFL career. He ran and 
carried with dash off the back line and was an 
effective centre half forward. Well done.

BEN HENNESSY
An AFL player with great flair and style, Ben 
is often exactly where he needs to be on the 
field. With an instinct for the ball, Ben makes 
an important contribution to every game. A 
great tackler who had a really great season.

NATHAN HARMAN
A solid player with a consistent and valued 
commitment to the game. At home at either 
the forward or back pocket. Well done 
Nathan.

DYLAN HOWARD
A great season played by Dylan. from the 
centre of forward line he used his speed and 
silky skills to kick goals and set up many 
others. A strong mark and an outstanding 
season. Good work

CAMERON KERR
A good tall forward and goal kicker, Cameron 
took some great marks over the season and 
played the game in great spirit.
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LACHLAN WILCOX
A strong runner playing in many positions, 
Lachlan showed versatility and showed a 
huge improvement throughout the season.

SEBASTIAN WOOD
A real terrier around the field, Sebastian 
shows great courage and constantly goes 
hard for the ball with great affect. A great 
team player and a great season. Well done. 

BYRON YOUNG
A strong second season. Byron was one of 
the team’s great improvers. A really strong 
and reliable back-man willing to contest, mark 
and see his team home. Great work.

RYAN KITCHIN
Often kicking the goal that made a difference, 
Ryan is a constant mark and a force to be 
reckoned with in hard game. Ryan always 
plays with great enthusiasm and had a great 
nose for a goal.

RIAZ KHAN
A latecomer to the club, Riaz always makes 
a good and consistent effort and we hope to 
see him back in 2014 for s second year.

CULLEN LUM
In his first season with the Greyhounds Cullen 
was a great asset to the team. A good kick 
and a tenacious player across the field. Well 
done Cullen.

ABE MAHLAB
The Energiser bunny of the team, Abe is 
always in and under, feeding out accurate 
kicks and handballs to his team mates. With 
countless possessions, Abe is a strong 
tackler who is never afraid of the ball. A really 
great season. 

OSKAR MATOS
A good mark, usually in the back pocket, 
Oskar facilitated a number of good plays 
and was an important strong physical 
player in the team. Driven always by strong 
encouragement from the crowd.

HUNTER MUNN
Hunter is a consistent and committed player 
who generally played in the forwards where 
he created good combinations with his team 
mates.

LUCIEN PROCTER
A hard worker and consistent player, Lucien 
had an outstanding season where he 
demonstrated huge leaps forward in skill and 
delivery. A great team player poised for a 
strong 2014 season.

MAX NORINGTON
His first AFL year, Max missed many games 
due to injury. We look forward to his return for 
the 2014 season.

MICHAEL READ
Hampered by injury, Michael’s late season 
game was impressive where he showed his 
strong running and kicking ability.

JAMIE SHAW
Playing in the back line, Jamie was often 
around the ball and presented many options 
for his team mates. Looking forward to 
another good season next year.
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This year we were looking forward to our 
first season in a point’s competition to see 
how we stood against the other teams. We 
knew we would make the finals as we have a 
really good team. We were so proud of them 
making it into the Preliminary final to only just 
being beaten by the top team. If we had of 
converted the handful of behinds into goals 
we would have beaten them. So to me, that’s 
a win. Well done boys.

The team this year tried so hard even when 
things didn’t go our way. Loosing Eugene 
De Rooy half way into the first game of the 
season after breaking his arm (but he still took 
the free kick then left the field). He then had 
approx 8-10 weeks off with no training, came 
back to play one game and you would not 
have known that he’d been away and played 
an amazing game. 

We also lost Riley Holmes in the second half 
of the season due to a nasty off field injury. He 
still turned up to a lot of games to support his 
team and it really encouraged his team mates.

Next year we are looking forward to grow 
even further and to show the passion that all 
Glebe Greyhounds have to play hard and fair. 
But most of all, to build on lifelong friendships. 
I hope all players return next year to continue 

playing and to encourage some more friends 
to join us.

A final thank you to all those behind the 
scenes that volunteer their time to help this 
great club. To Margaret Cassidy for taking 
photos at every game and sending them to  
all the family’s.

COACH’S REPORT

What a great year we had. Preseason there 
was a lot of uncertainty with training grounds 
& home games, but the boys took it in their 
stride and knuckled down.

We concentrated a lot early in the season 
on fitness, and it showed throughout the 
entire year with the team trimming down and 
looking very lean. We showed consistent 
ability to keep up the intensity the entire 
game. This year the skills and ability really 
clicked with most of the players which made it 
very exciting to watch. A lot of the opposition 
coaches and managers commented regularly 
how well the boys have progressed and 
wanted to know how we did it and what did 
we do. Well I think I can put it down to the 
great help we received throughout the year, 
from the boys turning up ready to train, the 
Mum’s, Dad’s and Grand Parents taking 
time out of there busy life to get the boys to 
training and to the games, the guidance from 
Joey Britton and the amazing dedication and 
passion of our team manager to ensure that 
the boys get to play the game that they love. 
A special mention needs to go out to Oscar 
Gibbons our assistant coach. Without his 
valuable input, we wouldn’t be half the team 
we are.

COACH LUKE MACDOUGALL

U12
Coach’s report & player profiles
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COACH Luke Macdougall 

ASSISTANT 
COACH 

Oscar Gibbins 

MANAGER David Claringbold 

TEAM 
PHOTOGRAPHER

Margaret Cassidy

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best & Fairest Callan Pratt

Runner Up B&F Riley Holmes

Best Team Man Brendan Doyle

Most Consistent Oscar Tierney

Most Improved Luke Denvir

Leading Goal Kicker Brendan Doyle (35)

GSJ REPRESENTATIVE 

Div 2 City Oscar Tierney

MILESTONES 

100 Games Luc Claringbold

50 Games Harry Cooper

Jaylan Foster

Gulliver Hull

Jack Kitchin

Elliot Preston

Oscar Tierney

U12s
BRENDAN DOYLE
Brendan was a goal scoring machine for 
the side this year with a real skill for sniffing 
out opportunities and converting even the 
slimmest chance into maximum benefit 
for the team. Always skilful in the open 
and determined in the contest for the ball, 
Brendan was key player in the team’s success 
this year with 35 goals scored, which is a 
fabulous effort. Well done Brendan.

EUGENE DE ROOY
Eugene broke his arm in the first game of the 
season this year and after a long rehabilitation 
returned to the field with his typically robust 
play only to suffer another injury that put an 
end to his season, The team all missed his 
calm and assured play this year, but look 
forward to a big 2014 when he returns.

JAY FALKINER
Jay really stood up this year as one of our 
go to guys in defence. This is such a crucial 
role for any team to have players like Jay who 
understand that a goal saved is a valuable 
as a goal scored. Jay’s marking ability was 
exemplary this year as were his wholehearted 
efforts in every game he played. Jay scored 4 
goals this season from his few moments up 
the front. Awesome year Jay.

DOMINIC GIBBINS
Dom is the litmus for the team’s performance 
throughout the year. Dom is exceptionally 
skilled and talented and really ensures we 
have the attacking and defending ability 
required to match it with the top teams when 
he is switched on for the game. Dom won our 
most consistent award and kicked 13 goals. 
Another great season Dom.

JAYLAN FOSTER
Jaylan really took his game to the next level 
this season in both attack and defence. 
Jaylan is blessed with speed and skills that 
allow him to capitalise on opportunities in 
the forward line and work hard in counter 
attack for the team and always plays a whole 
hearted game. Excellent work Jaylan

MAX HOCHULI
Max took great strides with his development 
this year and turned into one of real stand out 
performers. Occupying the right defensive 
side of the field, Max got the team out of 
trouble time and again with his speed, ability 
to go hard at the ball and his booming kick. 
Next season promises great things, well done 
Max!

NICHOLAS BOWMAN
Nick was a real asset for the team this 
year ensuring that he was always a strong 
presence in defence with his dominant 
tackling style and commitment to the ball. 
Combining that with a strong kick and a keen 
awareness for counter attacking options 
Nick made a significant contribution to a 
successful year. 
Well done Nick.

LUC CLARINGBOLD
Making his presence felt in the centre with his 
ability to defend or attack as required, Luc is 
a key player for the team. Always prepared to 
put his body on the line or go in hard on the 
ball, Luc inspires his team mates with whole 
hearted displays. Chalking up a 100 game 
milestone this season was a real highlight and 
we look forward to much more in the future. 
Great year Luc. 

HARRY COOPER
Harry only played a few games with the 
team this year but he made an enormous 
contribution in those games with his long and 
accurate kick off both feet and his poise and 
vision in general play. All the boys lifted to 
the next level with Harry’s presence this year 
and we hope we can see more of Harry next 
season. Thanks so much Harry.

LUKE DENVIR
This was Luke’s first season with the club 
and he proved to have a natural talent for 
footy. Luke was an excellent full forward for 
the team, always putting himself in position, 
competing for the ball and unloading his 
big kick with accuracy. Luke developed his 
understanding of the defensive and positional 
requirements of the game as the season went 
on and we look forward to developing his 
talent further. Great work Luke.
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OSCAR TIERNEY
Oscar was a revelation for us this year in that 
all of his nascent promise as a footy player 
came together this season. Oscar played in 
the defensive pocket for the team and played 
several inspirational games that really lifted 
the team. With great speed and skills Oscar 
is shaping up to be a real force for us next 
season. 

RILEY HOLMES
Riley was outstanding for us this year until 
his season was cruelly cut short by a nasty 
accident at home. During the 9 games Riley 
played he proved himself to be a real player of 
the future in both attack and defence and was 
our runner up, best and fairest. Riley has great 
positional sense and a fantastic kick. I can’t 
wait for next year to see how Riley develops.

MAX RODIE
This was Max’s first year with the club and 
his first year of AFL but it didn’t take long for 
Max to make an impact with his defensive 
work and keen support play. Max put in 
lots of additional work and as the season 
progressed, his skills and game sense 
improved to match that of his team mates.  
A great first season Max!

GULLIVER HULL
Gulliver has really developed into a key part 
of the squad and has worked really hard 
on his positional play and skills all this year. 
Gulliver has developed a dependable grab 
in traffic and uses his size to ensure we are 
always competitive at the ball. A great season 
Gulliver.

CORMAC KENNE
Cormac is developing into a formidable player, 
attacking the ball at pace and launching 
counter attacks, Cormac is a key member 
of the team who is a natural in both defence 
and attack. Fortunately for us Cormac is a 
s passionate about stopping goals as he 
is about scoring them. Awesome season 
Cormac.

JACK KITCHIN
Jack played a key role for us this season 
with his ability to slot into the forward line, 
defensive line or win the ruck ball for us 
as required. Jack displayed great marking 
skills this season and is understanding the 
value of positional play and shepherding to 
assist a team mate. A real team player, Jack 
is developing nicely into a very handy footy 
player.

ANGUS MACDOUGALL
Angus is one player that the opposition 
certainly do not look forward to playing each 
week. With a combination of skill, versatility 
and a real physical presence on the field, 
Angus asserts himself and wins countless ball 
in the contests for his teammates. With a big 
kick and safe hands, Angus has developed in 
to a fine footy player. Well done Angus. 

CALLAN PRATT
Our best and fairest for the second year 
running, Callan is an invaluable part of 
our team who inspires the squad with his 
commitment and skills. Leading by example 
Callan has a great vision for the game and 
the tenacity to take to his often much bigger 
opponents and come out on top time and 
time again. Callan kicked 23 goals this 
season, a super effort. 

ELLIOTT PRESTON
Elliott has found a niche in the ruck for our 
team and has rapidly developed into the 
competitions best ruckman. Winning the great 
majority of ball for us is a an advantage we 
will look to exploit more over the coming year. 
Elliott also has a fine open field game that is 
developing nicely. A great season Elliott.
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We led at the top of the table for the whole 
of the season despite the odds being against 
us. We beat Pennant Hills comfortably in our 
first game followed by a close fought win over 
West’s with 14 players (we had to borrow 
one of their players for the game) thanks to a 
torpedo goal by Miles just on full time.

Next we knocked off St Ives by 20 points 
however we kicked 4.16 to keep them in 
the game. Round 4 saw the introduction 
of Cooper Kilpatrick to our team who had 
a good game against Willoughby/Mosman 
under lights at Gore Hill Oval. The following 
week we had a cricket score win over 
Forrest’s followed by a tough encounter 
against Riverview.

Due to our scrambling success we had the 
threat of being moved up to Div 1, however 
after some careful lobbying we were able to 
avoid elevation.

The following week we had a solid win against 
Newtown with Wes having a cracker against 
his old club, followed by a washout then a loss 
to West’s which brought us back to earth. 

The next three weeks saw another washout 
followed by as easy win over Forrest which 
also saw the introduction of the highly skilfull 
and fast running Tom Baxter. Tom with his 
footwork and ball skills made a big difference 
to our team. We then had a win over 
Riverview however we needed much stronger 
competition to prepare us for what laid ahead.
We then hit a ‘purple patch’ with a bye 

followed by a strong win over West’s, 
Ramsgate (in a friendly with Tom and Cooper 
playing for us due to low numbers), then a win 
over Hornsby in the last game of the season.

In the first semi final, West’s gave us a taste 
of what lies ahead by beating us at Picken 
Oval however the boys bounced back well the 
following week by thumping St Ives at Pioneer 
Park, Maroubra. Then the grand final.

West’s got off to a good start kicking three 
unanswered goals which set them up for 
the rest of the game. The boys came back 
strongly, however, with Tom Dessent playing 
on one foot and Tom Baxter coming off 
injured in the third quarter, West’s were too 
good on the day. A valiant effort from a fine 
bunch of boys. 

As I mentioned on grand final day, I like 
coaching these boys not necessarily because 
they are the most talented boys in the comp 
but because they are a nice bunch of boys 
who don’t give up and always go in hard.

I am sure if we are able to recruit well next 
year, together with retaining the numbers we 
had this year we can do better. If you have 
any friends at school who are keen for a game 
of footy next year bring them down.

A big thank you to Roger Bluett who again 
did a great job managing the team, organising 
kids, parents and coach’s. Without Roger’s 
organisational capabilities we would have 
done it pretty tough as a team.

COACH’S REPORT

Normally winning 12 out of 15 games during 
the season is a pretty good result. However 
when one of those losses is a grand final it 
takes the edge off an otherwise good season. 
What made our season particularly hard was 
not having the full complement of 18 players 
or a bench for any of our games except for 
the preliminary final and the grand final.  

We had the good fortune of Cooper Kilpatrick 
joining our team after four rounds, then Tom 
Baxter coming on board towards the end 
of the season, mixed with the misfortune 
of loosing Frazer Duggan for the season 
together with Tom Dessent who despite two 
broken bones in his foot came back for the 
grand final to help out his team mates. For 
most games we scrapped together between 
15 to 17 players with no bench.

On top of all of this, training on a dog 
paddock at Federal Oval and not having a 
proper home ground made our season even 
more remarkable. As a team we had the good 
fortune of having Joey Britton to help out for 
the season as well as the ever reliable David 
Alais who continues as a foundation coach of 
our team.

We also welcomed new players Tom Linfield 
Kent who was a goal scoring revelation up 
front, as well as Sam O’Loughlin who showed 
his versatility by playing in the backs, forwards 
and ruck. Frazer Duggan had a solid start until 
injury ended his season early. 

COACH BRAD SCUTELLA & DAVID ALAIS

U13
Coach’s report & player profiles
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COACH Brad Scutella

David Alais

ASSISTANT 
COACH 

Joey Britton

MANAGER Roger Bluett

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best and Fairest James Scutella (C)

Runner Up B&F Cooper Kilpatrick

Best Team Man Wes Greenaway

Most Consistent Jotaro Howard-
Shibuya

Most Improved Billy Chudleigh

Rookie of the Year Tom Linfield Kent

Leading Goal Kicker Miles Glover (24)

GSJ ACHIEVEMENTS

Runner Up Best 
and Fairest

Cooper Kilpatrick

REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS

Wes Greenaway James Scutella

Cooper Kilpatrick Billy Chudleigh

Tom Baxter Miles Glover

Jotaro Howard-
Shibuya

MILESTONES 

150 Games James Scutella

100 Games Billy Chudleigh

50 Games Tom Stapleton

Silvan Bluett

Jotaro Howard-
Shibuya

U13s
Also a big thank you to the mums and dads 
who helped out this year with the BBQ and 
Canteen and the dads who ran the goal 
umpiring and for setting up and putting the 
footy gear away at our home games. 

Congratulations on a great season boys you 
did your club proud.
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COOPER KILPATRICK
A great kid to coach who fitted straight in with 
our team. Arrived with a bang in round four 
against Willoughby/Mosman and played a 
‘cracker’ of a game. Has all the essential skills 
required to make it in AFL, great kick, pass, 
mark, tackle, shepherd, goal. Came second 
in our Best and Fairest and second in the 
GSJAFL Sydney Harbour. Looking forward to 
seeing you back again next year.

TOM LINFIELD KENT
Great first season of footy.  A soccer convert 
who never looked back. A fearless kid who 
showed great tenacity for the ball and was 
quite ruthless against opposing players.  
Found his true position in the forward line, 
bagged a very respectable 17 goals for 
the season and showed that he has great 
versatility. I wouldn’t be surprised if he also 
develops into the wing position moving 
forward.

CHRISTIAN MIRABELLI
Improved as the season moved on. Started 
to use his body a lot more to advantage, 
blocking and shepherding competitors, big 
improvement in his tackling and became very 
physical with the close in footy. Played in both 
the forward and backline and always tried 
hard with plenty of team commitment.

PATRICK MCCORMACK
Probably found his niche position this year 
in the forward pocket however was also 
very capable on the wing using his pace and 
step. Accurate with the boot kicking a very 
respectable eight goals and always played a 
hard physical game. Great in defence cleaning 
up many opponents. Well done Paddy.

SAM O’LOUGHLIN
In his first year of AFL Sam had a great first 
season. Played predominately in the back line, 
possess a great overhead mark, kicks well 
and scrambled well in defence. Also played in 
the ruck from time to time as well as up in the 
forward line where he was rewarded with nine 
goals for the season. Great first season Sam.

RORY POTTER
A champion player with a big heart. Had 
another great season on the wing, tackled 
everything that moved and never took a 
backward step. Has all the qualities of a great 
team player. A brilliant wingman who ran all 
day and just wants to be part of the action all 
the time. Looks great when running with the 
ball and always looks for supporting players.

TIM ADAMS
Had a solid season playing as first ruckman. 
His ability to win the hitouts time after time 
was a big factor in our success this year. 
Throughout the season he developed 
strategically in directing his taps to our centre 
players and improved his positioning around 
the ground, going forward as a tall marking 
option or sitting a kick behind the play to stifle 
opposition rebounds. 

PHILIPPE ALAIS
Contributed a solid season playing mainly 
as a small forward or on the half-back flank. 
Learnt to lead more this year to get the better 
of taller opponents and his positional play 
crumbing around the packs developed. His 
accurate kicking set up many teammates with 
neat passes and he always moved the ball on 
quickly.

TOM BAXTER
Had a big impact this year despite playing 
only a short season. Tom showed he is an 
incisive runner and very skilful with the ball 
whether marking or kicking. His reading of the 
play and competitive attitude shone out and 
his accurate passing was appreciated by his 
teammates. 

SILVAN BLUETT
Played a very strong season in 2013. 
Positioned mainly on the half-back line Silvan 
was a dependable and competitive defender 
who was rarely beaten. He showed this year 
he could take solid defensive marks under 
pressure and hold his position in the packs. 
Silvan always stood up when the game was 
tight and developed well this year in terms of 
strategy and tactics.

BILLY CHUDLEIGH
Another strong season playing mainly in the 
back line. Rewarded with representative 
selection in City team and NSW/ACT Joss rep 
team. A robust defender who plays hard and 
takes no prisoners, can always be counted on 
in a tight game. Complimented his defence 
with an attacking flair in his long runs out of 
the backline to set up rebounding attacks. 

HARRY COOPER
Since leaving Sydney Harry could play 
only a handful of games in 2013 but his 
contributions were always welcome. He has 
a tremendous overhead mark and is a great 
kick off either foot, regularly hitting teammates 
with accurate passes. Playing mainly as a 
forward, he showed this year he has great 
footwork when under pressure and will 
develop as a midfield option.

TOM DESSENT
A long-term team member who managed only 
a handful of games this year, Tom reminded 
us each time of what we were missing. Tom 
leads hard at the ball and marks strongly and 
shows a lot of positional sense around the 
ground. He is a team player who links up well 
with his teammates. We’d love to see Tom 
more often in 2014.

FRAZER DUGGAN
A new player in 2013, Frazer fitted in well and 
enjoyed learning the game. He has plenty of 
natural ability and was a tireless warrior this 
year. He always competed hard and showed 
a good understanding of the game in his 
decision-making under pressure.
 
MILES GLOVER
Another great season from Miles. Using his 
big leap and clean hands to take some great 
marks. Playing mostly on the forward line he 
was always a threat to the opposition and 
kicked some booming long-range goals, 
kicking a team high of 24 goals. He also 
made very strong contributions when swung 
around to half-back to help in defence. 

WES GREENAWAY
Had another outstanding season playing on 
the half-back flank. Wes shows excellent 
judgement under pressure and executes well 
with his accurate kicking and handpassing. 
He is an excellent team player who shares 
the ball well running out of defence and on 
occasions runs into the forward line to provide 
a marking option. A great season and polled 
well in the Best & Fairest.

MIKEY GROVE
Had another outstanding season playing at 
fullback. Mikey is a very strong competitor 
who has the knack of outplaying his opponent 
with very strong body work and never going 
to ground. He has a tremendous burst 
of speed and attacks the ball with fierce 
pace. He is a great defender who is always 
committed to leaving his mark on the contest.

JOJO HOWARD-SHIBUYA
Had an outstanding season in 2013 playing 
strongly on the wing or half-back flank. 
Jojo used his tremendous pace to provide 
rebound off half-back and to find space on 
the wing. As well as his speed, Jojo has safe 
hands when marking the ball and is very 
determined to win the ball at ground level 
where his efforts ‘in and under’ were inspiring 
to his teammates.
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JAMES SCUTELLA
Had a strong season and led by inspiration as 
Team Captain. Winner of the Best and Fairest 
award, showed plenty of courage when 
diving on the loose ball, fearless in defence 
and capped the season off with 18 goals. 
Selected in the City Rep team and the NSW/
ACT Joss Representative team. Great season 
James well done.

TOM STAPLETON
Had another strong season and displays 
his versatility by being able to play in many 
positions. Possess a strong overhead mark 
and has good positional sense and knows 
how to find the ball. A highly effective player 
when in space and able to make leads and 
able to find supporting players. Capped the 
season off with a very respect table 12 goals. 
Well done Tom.

GRIFFIN TAYLOR
A long time team favourite who doesn’t stop 
trying. Played in every game of the season 
who knows his way around the ground. 
Established himself this year as a forward 
pocket player who pulled off heavy hitting 
tackles well above his weight as well as 
setting up many goals. A clever player who 
scored a few himself and set up many for his 
team mates with some pretty deft kicking. 
Great season Griff.

LOUIS WILCOX
A great backline player who gets better every 
season. Has excellent ability to read the play 
and take strong overhead marks at decisive 
moments. Always looks comfortable even 
when under pressure and excellent kicking 
saw him repel many an attack. A strong team 
player, linked up well with the other defenders 
and was a key part of a very strong defensive 
unit this year.
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for me all year, Brad was always incredibly 
supportive and Joey’s work at training was 
brilliant though he was rubbish with a white 
board.

So, to the season...

Day 1 – James Dunlop broke his hand. So we 
are down to 15. The fixture was threatening. 
We were to play the best 5 in the comp in the 
first 5 weeks, including 2 trips to Pittwater the 
eventual premiers. Henry and Darragh lead 
the teams during this period and whilst we did 
not get a win till round 7, which was a forfeit, 
the boys were listening and learning and 
doing their job. All journeys have forks in the 
road and the Greyhounds one came in Round 
7 at St Ives. Any chance of finals disappeared 
if we lost or forfeited this game.
And it rained, biblically.

The drive to St Ives was harrowing and all the 
way there the chance of a game diminished. 
All other games in Sydney that weekend were 
cancelled. St Ives knowing that a winner a 
forfeit on our behalf gave them a win rolled 
the dice and kept the ground open. It did 
not stop raining the ground was ankle deep 
and the pregame speech was delivered to 14 
boys huddled in the back of Aiden’s van. This 
game was arguably my favourite for the year. 
Everybody did their job. Nobody complained. 
They played great footy. They won and the 
season was alive.

Next week back to Mahoney and we beat 
Maroubra. James Dunlop’s first game back 

and the side took shape. Players like Chris 
and Sam who played up last year were 
revelations, the back line of Jack D, Remy, 
Olly, Charlie, Connor Louis and Henry turned 
into a rebounding machine, a midfield of 
Darragh, James, Jack G, JoJo, Isaac and 
Alex fed a forward line of Phillipe, James 
Scutella, Osh, Miles and Tim. They had 
listened but most importantly had learned that 
if they played like this there was a bit more in 
the season than we thought.

The next 2 weeks were washouts.

A hiccup against Maroubra at Heffron was 
followed by a big win against Easts. As this 
was all unfolding it was becoming apparent 
that the football being played was not only 
effective but entertaining. The next week 
underlined this when we travelled to North 
Narabeen ......again. Pittwater won the comp. 
They lost once. They are huge boys and 
skilful. They did not score in the second half 
as we finished 4 behinds short with the ball in 
dispute 15 metres out. Every week from here 
was must win. Five goals down in 10 minutes 
against St Ives the next week was obviously 
not ideal. Glebe kicking the next 10 was.
And so to the last game of the season. We 
win, we play finals. Cindarella story. In the 
way was Maroubra at Heffron, already in 
the finals and our likely Round 1 Elimination 
Final opponent. Our start was again horrible. 
Maroubra kicked 2 before we had touched 
a ball. After that was the best football I have 
seen these boys play in 5 years. Their skills 
have grown with them. Importantly they 

COACH’S REPORT

Second week of January and with Australian 
cricket at an all time nadir Jack Gardiner and 
Darragh Mullen took the first steps in what 
would become the Greyhound’s journey. It’s 
a pretty good spot to be Bicentennial Park 
in summer and as I look back over a winter 
of federal oval, of flooded fields, of injuries 
and returns, of truly heart breaking loses and 
some stirring victories it seems a long time 
ago. So with spring upon us and the prospect 
of Jubilee Oval being just around the corner, 
time to take stock of 2013.

All the greyhounds became Nomads this 
year’s. No Jubilee meant training on the 
federal dog park. No Jubilee meant a new 
home ground Mahoney oval. This sort of 
disruption is hard for a junior footy club and 
we started the season with the bare minimum 
of 16 players. Under circumstances as tight 
as this the work of Brian as manager was 
paramount. Armed with the world’s dodgiest 
phone he got a side together every week, 
managed players, parents and property 
and when you consider only five of our side 
played every game this was a monumental 
performance. It should also be said that 
Roger and Brian’s work in getting the 13s to 
every game was an example of how good 
footy clubs work. The 13s and 14s trained 
together and played together and in many 
cases it was the 13s who won us games of 
football. A testament to this team mentality 
was the number of 14s who showed up to 
watch the 13s crack at the GF. David ran 

COACH MARK GARDINER

U14
Coach’s report & player profiles
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COACH Mark Gardiner

ASSISTANT 
COACH 

Michael Dunlop

MANAGER Brian Ashby

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best and Fairest Chris McMaster

Runner Up B&F Daragh Mullen

Best Team Man Henry Gowers

Most Consistent Oliver Ashby

Most Improved Sam Eames

Leading Goal Kicker Jack Gardiner (10)

GLEBE JAFC AWARDS

Droudis Award for 
Determination and 
Courage

James Dunlop

UMPIRES

Murali Chinnappa

REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS

James Dunlop Jack Gardiner

Daragh Mullen Chris McMaster

Henry Gowers

MILESTONES 

150 Games Remy de Rooy

50 Games Chris McMaster

Daragh Mullen

U14s
have worked out what a team can do when 
everybody does their job. Watching parents 
and spectators that day love the way this 
side played was one of this year’s memorable 
moments.

So off to finals
Zero and 7 to start the season and here 
we were, Maroubra to beat at Picken in an 
Elimination Final. These sort of games rarely 
turn into a romp. Usually it is one on one 
football and you win because your 22 beat 
their 22. Ours did by 8pts in as tough and as 
hard a game played this year.

One more week had been our mantra all year 
and here it was. Newtown. Game was a blur 
with a lot of lead changes and I would have 
loved another minute.

Most importantly I reckon that everybody who 
watched the game must have come away 
realising what a terrific TEAM we had. Our 
football games are played over 60 minutes 
and in a game lost by 1 point no single 
moment costs a game. Whether that be a 
decision by an umpire, a bounce, a fingertip 
in the wrong place all these add up to what 
makes this the best game on earth. I imagine 
if we had of won by a point Newtown would 
have looked at a wasted season were as we 
look at it as lost game. 

So from the back of a van in driving rain to 
a breath from a Grand Final the 40 or 50 
members of the Greyhound U/14s had a bit 
of fun. So tell your boys as I told Jack what an 
amazing thing it is to play in a team like this. 
They have been together for in some cases 
5 years and every year they have got better. 
Nobody is hidden in this footy side and I know 
we are not nearly finished yet. 

So thank you...

To Brian and Michael again. 

To Richard Glover for not only this year but 
the 5 preceding. 

To all those who waved a flag or ran a 
boundary. 

To the unofficial selection panel (you know 
who you are). 

To the best Members stand in junior football. 

And most importantly to the 26 hairy 
smelly adolescents who all became better 
footballers.
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SAM EAMES
As with Chris, where have you been for the 
last 3 years. For those who have watched this 
season the improvement in players over the 
season was marked but Sam’s last 4 games 
were off the charts. Nobody could tackle him 
nobody could catch him and his long kicking 
set up our forward line. Against Maroubra the 
greyhounds were running in waves led usually 
by Sam getting the football and then doing 
something smart with it. He also does not 
shut up.

CONNOR SMITH
Connor has a lot to be proud about. He ran 
straight and hard all year he took as many 
marks as anyone. He looked to handball not 
as a get out but because it was the right thing 
to do and kicked it to advantage. He is now a 
quick hard footballer but most pleasing to me 
is the fact he now understands the game and 
this is the gate to becoming an even better 
footballer.

HUGO YOUNG
After James walked under his ladder Hugo 
followed and it fell on him. However in 
between a few painful injuries Hugo treated 
us all to some truly electric performances. 
Nobody in the Greyhounds entertains like 
Hugo and he becomes such a massive part 
of our set up. There are a lot of reasons to be 
excited about next year but a forward line with 
Hugo in it is one of them.

CHARLIE STOKES
Half way through the season Charlie came 
and played with us. Whether back or forward 
he never stops he is fast he can mark and 
is utterly fearless. He can play in this side 
anytime he wants.

THE U13s
Without our mates from the 13s we probably 
would have not got a side for 7 or 8 games. 
So quickly a word. James Scutella’s polish, 
Phillipe’s game at Pittwater, Sylvan’s poise 
under pressure , Louis’ attack on the football, 
Miles because he is Miles, Jojo whose first 2 
years have been unbelievable, Tom Stapleton 
for wanting to play every game, Tom LK who 
is so impressive for a first year player and Tim 
who we chased for weeks and turned into our 
own Paul Salmon.

OLIVER ASHBY
After a big finish to 2012 Olly started 
the season at full back always taking 
the oppositions best forward and giving 
consistent rebound. By the end of the season 
he was without out doubt the dominant tap 
ruckman in the division. 
 
MURALI CHINNAPPA
The U/14s swing man Murali played across all 
positions from ruck to forward finally settling 
at full back where his skill and run set up a lot 
of forward moves. At the end of every game 
it was rare to remember any influence that his 
opponent had had. One thing though.....he 
never shuts up! Talk talk talk......

REMY DE ROOY
Along with Jack Devonshire and Murali, 
Remy formed a formidable wall in defence. 
The number of times a football would head 
towards goal and Remy managed to get a 
hand on the football or influence a contest 
was remarkable. Remy knew his job and 
did it better than most in the team and like 
Murali.......he never shuts up! Talk talk talk.

JACK DEVONSHIRE
One of the most improved footballers in the 
side. He trained the way he played and as 
the season went on he had more and more 
influence with his run and carry. Along with 
Remy Murali and Olly they formed a back 
line which was disciplined and tough. Went 
forward and kicked one of the season’s 
memorable goals. Jack actually does talk.

JAMES DUNLOP
I was lucky to have 3 brilliant leaders this 
year. James walked under a ladder on his 
way to training early in the season and had 
more injuries than Evil Knevel. He turned up to 
training he turned up to games and when he 
got fit was the missing piece in our season. 
Part wrecking ball part skilled football it was 
a pleasure to coach James all year. He too 
never shuts up.

JACK GARDINER
Who was that dark haired boy with the ball 
tucked under his arm running to goal...
hmm. Like a lot of the team Jack has taken 
it to a new level spending time as part of 
our midfield rotation. His understanding of 
the game has surpassed his father’s (I know 
he told me) and he now has the tools to do 
something about it. It is the pride for the team 
and the club which is a standout and next 
year is too far away

OISIN FILITONGA
Every training session every game Osh 
bought his brand of enthusiasm to the u/14s. 
As the season went forward his terrific skill 
levels and forward positioning gave us a lot 
more options deep and allowed other players 
to push up the ground. You can tell Osh loves 
the game and the club and this is infectious.

HENRY GOWERS
From goal sneak to defensive general Henry 
became the team’s quarter back, in fact he 
tried his hardest to make me redundant. 
During a difficult start to the season Henry’s 
maturity and leadership gave us the 
confidence to push forward with the game 
plan that eventually saw the wins come. 
Henry has now played about a thousand 
games of football and he uses that experience 
to become a trusted on field coach. A great 
season.

ISAAC MAHLAB
Given the fact that Isaac played a lot of 
sport on weekends and given that over the 
time I have known him he lives absolutely 
nothing on the field anytime his season was 
remarkable. The last 3 games of the season 
which all were finals to us his unrelenting work 
in the stoppages and one kick back gave the 
forward line ample opportunities.

CHRIS MCMASTER
Where have you been the last 3 years! 
From the start his run and carry ignited 
the greyhounds whether it be from deep in 
defence or out of the middle. Along with Jack 
he was a non-academy selection for the city 
rep side. Easy to coach always enthusiastic 
at training he too was one of those guys who 
never stopped talking.

ALEX MOUNTFORD
After a year of playing up a year Alex returned 
home! Blessed with size and pace Alex’s 
skills have taken off as well. The art of tagging 
footballers is a tough one but to tag then 
win your own football and then make the 
opposition accountable is a rare skill. Alex did 
this against good sides and his performance 
against Pittwater was one of the sides best 
for the year.

DARAGH MULLEN
I have known Darragh since he was 6 years 
old. In January we started training and it was 
3 of us for a little while and I don’t think he 
has missed a night since. Combined with his 
Academy duties he has put a lot of work into 
this season. I don’t need to tell anyone about 
his football attributes but every week I gave 
him the hardest gig on the ground and he did 
it. Along with James and Henry he led this 
team brilliantly.
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U16s Div 3 
Coach’s report & player profiles

COACH JAMIE LAMSHED

Thanks to all the parents – in particular 
those who helped with the canteen, bbq 
and ground management at Mahoney, but 
mostly – all of you for your support and 
encouragement throughout the season.

Most importantly, thanks to the players...

Our two captains – Charlie Morgan and Will 
Gowers. Two blokes who led by example all 
year and are truly talented football players 
with big futures ahead of them. The rest of the 
team looked to these guys for setting the bar 
and Will and Charlie never let them down. 

We had a number of new players who played 
their first year of footy with us and the long-
time members of this team made those guys 
feel welcome and helped them along with 
their development throughout the year. 

The rest of the team. A great bunch of fellas 
who are coming along both as players and 
young men. I can speak for everyone involved 
when saying we are proud to watch you play 
your footy at Glebe and expect you will all 
return to our new Jubilee ground in 2014.

Side by side!

quarter. Would we be able to hold them?  
In an incredibly tight final quarter, the score 
went goal for goal, point for point. So tense 
one parent retreated to the car. When the 
siren finally sounded we had emerged with 
a 3 point win. The final ‘official’ score was 
7.5.47 to 5.14.44. The unofficial score was 
17.8.110 to 5.14.44. That’s the mongrel 
Greyhound spirit we all love.

My heartfelt thanks to...

Maxine Bartlett for her hard work throughout 
the year for both the team and as Registrar 
for the Club. Maxine is always the first to 
arrive and last to leave every game and 
without her everything would be chaos.

Assistant coach and Runner Sam 
Nachtergaele for his insights at both the 
games and at trainings. Sam is clearly every 
bit as passionate about this team as the 
players and a pleasure to coach along side.

Div2 coach Max Friend was instrumental 
in the development of the style of footy we 
played throughout the year. He ran most 
training sessions and pushed everyone to be 
their best. Max deserves our accolades.

Thanks also to the Club’s number 1 boundary 
umpire – Peter Gowers. Goal umpires – Ross 
McInnes and Hugh Morgan. Phil Kennedy for 
his fabulous photography. And Jeff Wright for 
his guidance and help throughout the year – 
particularly at tribunal. 

COACH’S REPORT

This season the team moved to another level. 
As U15s playing in U16s we had our work cut 
out for us against oppositions a little bigger, 
perhaps a bit more mature and often with 
more footy under their belt.

We trained as a group with the Div 2 side (true 
U16s) throughout the year, focussing on our 
basic footy skills, good decision making and 
controlling the footy to our advantage. 

During the home and away season, the boys 
proved to be gutsy competitors. There were 
moments when we were unstoppable and 
moments when we were a little ordinary. But 
every week we played hard and most weeks 
we won.

One of our most memorable games was 
against Baulko at home. We were up by 
almost 10 goals at half time. At the start of 
the third quarter the umpire blew his whistle 
and called all the boys to line up for a team 
count. The coaches scanned the bench and 
our hearts sank – we had 19 players on the 
field. In what must be the harshest penalty in 
sport, our score was stripped back to zero, 
putting Baulkham Hills 23 points ahead. How 
would the boys react to going from 10.3 to 
0.0? They rose to the situation with great 
maturity and confidence in themselves to 
reclaim the game. We kicked 5 unanswered 
goals to finish the 3rd quarter 2 points ahead. 
Baulkham Hills had the wind in the final 
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COACH Jamie Lamshed

ASSISTANT 
COACH 

Sam Nachtergaele

MANAGER Maxine Bartlett

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best & Fairest Charlie Morgan (C)

Runner up B&F Will Gowers (C)

Best Team Man Max Drew

Most Consistent Joe Stapleton

Most Determined Isaac Wallace

Most Improved Henry Lamshed

Rookie Ned Tarranto

Leading Goal Kicker Charlie Morgan (69)

SYDNEY HARBOUR AFL AWARD

U16s Div 3 
2nd Runner Up B&F 

Charlie Morgan

MILESTONES 

200 Games Will Gowers

UMPIRES

Josh O’Loughlin Daniel Holman

AARON ABBONIZIO
Aaron is a strong and reliable utility player 
who played in a variety of positions this 
year. Crashing through packs, Aaron used 
his frame well for many hard ball gets, as 
we came up against some seriously big 
opposition players this year. Aaron remains 
an important asset to the team and with 
continued fitness will only keep improving. 

LUKE ASTRI
Luke had a slowish start to the season due 
to a serious ankle injury. Once he got going 
again, he returned to form quickly due to his 
great fitness and uncanny ability to read the 
play and get his hands on the ball. A great 
backman who thinks quickly and a potential 
outstanding midfielder.

LLOYD CONOLLY
An intelligent player who picked up his basic 
ball skills quickly in his first season of footy at 
Glebe. Lloyd is tall agile lad with good speed 
and played well in the forwards. However due 
to an extended overseas trip Lloyd’s season 
was cut short and we were unable to see 
Lloyd’s full development as a player.

MAX DREW
A ferocious football player who’s passion and 
tremendous efforts make him an enormous 
asset to this team. Max would do all the 
tough work at break-neck speed until he was 
physically exhausted. Max should also be 
noted for his choice to play in this team over 
Div2 and he has been rewarded with the Best 
Team Man award – a coach could not ask for 
more commitment from a player. 

WILL GOWERS
Possibly one of the best midfielders in the 
competition, Will co-captained the side 
with all the maturity and leadership qualities 
that comes with his big reputation. Will is 
quick and clever at the stoppages amassing 
touches like no other, and has the ability to 
deliver the ball to leading forwards masterfully, 
whilst being just as effective in a defensive 
role. Will was brilliant everywhere and 
instrumental in providing the opportunities  
for the team’s success this season.

DANIEL HOLMAN
Daniel’s footy skills developed well this year 
to a point where he became a regular in the 
starting line-up. With most of the season 
spent in the forwards, Daniel is a strategic 
player who looks for opportunities out wide. 
As Daniel’s confidence around the ball 
develops, so will Daniel as a footballer.

MICHAEL KENNEDY
Always dependable in our last line of defence, 
Michael had a great season in the full back 
position this year. Great reliable hands in the 
packs and always pressuring, Michael’s cool 
head and decision making process made him 
a tough opponent for any full forward. 

HENRY LAMSHED
Henry was a revelation this season – rarely 
beaten in the rucks and equally imposing 
when in the forwards. Henry throws himself 
at the ball, at an opposition player and at 
the bottom of the pack. He’s quick with his 
hands on the ball, unstoppable at a tackle, 
sensational in the air and rounds off with a 
great left boot. Definitely the most improved 
this season.

CHARLIE MORGAN
Our run-away B&F winner this year, 
Charlie deserves all the accolades offered. 
A sensational player and a goal kicking 
machine, Charlie is simply awesome to watch. 
Sleight of foot, screaming marks and a long 
accurate kick, Charlie is the full AFL package 
and one who leads by example.

JOSH O’LOUGHLIN
One of the most athletic big men you will ever 
see, Josh had another outstanding season in 
the ruck and on rotation in full forward. Josh’s 
leadership qualities and ability to impose 
himself on a game anywhere on the ground 
makes him an ever increasingly important 
member of this footy side. 

ATTICUS ROCHE
Becoming the all round defender, Atticus had 
a stellar season. Atticus was terrific picking up 
the loose player and dropping off in order to 
provide the one-two as the ball ran out of our 
backs. You could tell he was loving his footy 
as each week he got better and better.

JOSEPH STAPLETON
Joe is the ideal player to have in the deep 
centre half forward position. With excellent 
marking ability, a superb kick and tough as 
you like, each weekend Joe provided the 
focus into our forward attack we needed.  
A well deserved recipient of the Most 
Consistent award this season.

WILL STEWART
Will performed the role of our loose defender 
with great success this season. His almost 
robot-like focus on finding that loose man or 
rebounding the ball out of our defence was 
fantastic. 

U16s Div 3
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TRUE UNDER 16s PLAYERS
A big part of our success this year is due to 
the efforts of the true U16s (Div 2) players 
who rotated into our team each week. 
Regardless of how well they perform in Div2, 
they had the opportunity to shine playing in 
a lower division and to their credit, some did. 
The Div2 boys help and encouragement also 
pushed everyone to their competitive best. I 
know the boys enjoyed training with them and 
being part of the greater U16 squad. 

A special mention goes to Oscar Gibbins 
who made every attempt to be consistently 
part of this team and had a very big impact 
on our performance on each game day he 
contributed to. Oscar is a natural talent who 
uses his body well around the goals and 
equal to the task in the backs. 

UNDER 14s PLAYERS
Daragh Mullen, Oliver Ashby, Henry Gowers, 
Jack Gardiner and James Dunlop from the 
14s were as important players to this side 
as any other members of the side. Already 
exhausted, these boys would regularly back 
up after their gruelling U14s game and slog 
it out again with us. Daragh and Oliver were 
both sensational and ever-reliable in the 
backs. Henry and Jack were awesome as 
goal sneaks in the forwards. Whilst James’ 
talent and skill would shine anywhere in the 
midfield.

CHARLIE STOKES
A player who like playing up against the 
biggest opponent on the park, Charlie is a 
player with no fear and gets in the face of the 
man he’s standing. If someone needs a bit 
of roughing up, Charlie’s the man for the job.
Charlie improved out of sight this year and 
with further work on his ball skills Charlie will 
become an even bigger asset to this team.

NED TARANTO
Ned made the transition from rugby to our 
great game for the first time this season and 
made it look like he’s played AFL his whole 
life. Ned’s role in the midfield structure was 
instrumental in tirelessly creating the holes for 
others to slip through into attack. As you’d 
expect his tackling was awesome and with 
clean hands is a well deserved Rookie of the 
Year winner for 2013.

BEN TEMPLEMAN
Carrying a fairly debilitating foot injury for most 
of the season, Ben still made a significant 
impact on our side by slotting into the centre 
half back position. I don’t think we’ve seen 
anything near Ben’s capabilities and after a 
recent operation we hope to see him at his 
best next season.

HAMISH TRANTER
Sixpack consolidated his forward role by 
kicking one of the most memorable goals of 
the season. Always enthusiastic and always 
trying his guts out, Hamish is another who 
with a bit further development with his ball 
skills could take further advantage of his size 
to his teams advantage.

MILO WATKINSON
Milo had an incredible season considering this 
was his first. A very reliable contributor to our 
defensive set-up, Milo developed his basic 
skills very quickly and with great balance and 
poise instantly became an important cog in 
the team. 

ISAAC WALLIS
This season’s recipient of the Most 
Determined award, Isaac will be remembered 
for his ability to out mark, out tackle, or out 
play opponents twice his size. Isaac has great 
skill and makes intelligent decisions with his 
disposal of the footy. Couple this with his 
weekly displays of pure grit and determination 
like no other, Isaac is always a crowd 
favourite.

RAPHAEL WEIR
Raphy had another great season tearing up 
the wing and the occasional stint around the 
breakdowns in the centre. Raphy’s strength 
and speed with the footy and his ability to 
chase down an opponent makes him another 
player we love to watch.
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U16s Div 2 
Coach’s report & player profiles

COACH MAX FRIEND

COACH’S REPORT

I think we can say this year was a successful 
year both on and off the field. Not only 
did we make the finals and finished with 
predominately wins, but we also found  
out that we will all be returning next year  
for the U17s! 

Despite not having a proper ground to train 
on all year and having training times that 
made it hard for a lot of the guys to get 
down to training, the boys and parents did 
exceptionally well to get themselves down  
to training. 

Thanks to all the boys for their commitment 
to the team, club and each other. Thanks to 
all the “footballing staff”, who have helped 
out on game day with photos, water, running 
messages, administration, umpiring and stats. 
Also, a big thanks to the coaching staff Jeff, 
Jamie, Maxine, Michelle and everyone who 
contributed to the team.

Let’s build on what we have created over the 
years and make sure the team (when I say 
team I include everyone who has contributed:  
parents, officials, supporters and players) all 
return bigger and better next year. 

These years are some of the most memorable 
years in your life and you will always 
remember your time at the Greyhounds! 

Side by side, 2014
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COACH Max Friend

ASSISTANT 
COACH 

Jeff Wright

MANAGER Michelle Chantrill

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Best & Fairest Tom Dunlop (C)

Runner up B&F Jack Fox

Most Consistent Charlie Mannix

Best Team Man Jacob McKenna

Rookie James Dummett

Leading Goal Kicker Thomas Ostinga (50)

GLEBE JAFC AWARDS

Junior Footballer of 
the Year 

Tom Dunlop

Spirit of the Club Oscar Gibbins

Terry Watson 
Memorial Golden 
Back

Aidan Sammut

Club Captain 2014 Oscar Gibbins

Club Vice-Captain 
2014

Lachlan White

SYDNEY HARBOUR AFL AWARD

U16s Div 2 
3rd Runner Up B&F 

Charlie Mannix

REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS

Tom Dunlop Charlie Mannix

Thomas Ostinga Rowdy Friend

Aidan Sammut

MILESTONES 

150 Games Alex Wright

100 Games Oscar Gibbins

Blake Tulk

50 Games Sam Clark

Remy Webb

Kuang Wu

UMPIRES

Rowdy Friend Oscar Gibbins

Alex Wright

TOM DUNLOP
A hard midfielder who applies enormous 
amounts of pressure. Tom likes to take off 
with blistering pace, breaking tackles and flies 
at the ball at 100 miles an hour. Tom is strong 
in the air and makes his presence felt on the 
footy field. Tom captained the squad and led 
by example setting the tone for most games 
with hard tackles and spoiling efforts.
Player Comparison: Patrick Dangerfield

JACK FOX
A really consistent midfielder who can run all 
day. Jacks biggest strength is his ability to 
run and get to every contest and find plenty 
of ball as well as the ability to take down 
someone twice his size. The return of Jack 
this year really lifted the team as he put in a 
solid performance week in and week out
Player comparison: Sam Mitchell

ALEXANDER MANNING
Alex is a tall half forward flanker/ deep forward 
option. Alex provides good height and a 
forward target. When the ball drops to ground 
Alex is on the move and ready to pounce. 
Alex’s size and athletic ability make him a hard 
player to match up on. He can also find the 
goals and is a good kick of the footy.
Player Comparison: Taylor Walker

FINN POTTER
Finn is a quick winger who plays his best 
football in short and fast bursts. Finn gives a 
good link up option between the defenders 
and forwards and will always get around the 
contest. Finn’s best asset is his speed and 
he can chase and run with the footy when 
necessary. Player comparison: Chris Yarran

CHARLIE ROZARIO
A disappointing injury riddled season for 
Charlie. When he managed to get onto the 
park he was exceptional, and his intensity 
and focus for the ball was repeated with 
continuous second, third, fourth and fifth 
efforts from Charlie. Charlie’s pressure  
and desperation exemplified for the boys  
the way we want to play our football.
Player Comparison: Josh Kennedy

HARRY HARVEY
A quick athletic forward who impresses with 
his speed, ability to break the lines and kick a 
long freakish goal. Harry knows where to find 
the goals and uses his ability to burst away 
from his opponent. His boomingly accurate 
right boot led to many a goal this year for 
the greyhounds. Player Comparison: Lance 
Franklin

JAMES DUMMETT
In his first year JD showed his versatility and 
natural ability to win the football. JD is strong 
over the ball and is a player with a fantastic 
work rate. He often pushes up the ground 
providing options off the half back flank. He 
is a solid defender who can kill a contest or 
push into the midfield and apply pressure 
to the ball carrier. Player Comparison: Brad 
Sewell

SAM CLARK
Sam is a rebounding defender with a good 
work-rate and a strong set of hands. His 
athletic ability allows him to push up the 
ground and take some strong marks in 
defence. Sam is a natural leader and his 
passion for the team and game is shown 
with his attack on the ball on the field and his 
encouragement to others on and off the field.
Player Comparison: Daniel Talia

HARRY DOUGLAS
Harry is a big bodied defender whose biggest 
strength is his tackling and ability to put 
pressure on the ball carrier. He is not afraid to 
get down to the footy and stop the opposition 
in their tracks. Player comparison: Nick 
Duigan

LIAM FOSTER-CONSTABLE
Liam’s rapid improvement throughout the 
year was seen when he attacked the ball and 
showed his mobility. Liam also showed his 
promise in the air taking some strong pack 
marks. With more development and training 
Liam will be able to take his skills and football 
to a whole new level. Player comparison: 
Taylor Adams

ROWDY FRIEND
Rowdy played as a classy forward who was 
also able to run through the middle. His skills 
along the 50 helped set up plenty of goals, 
his evasiveness, ability to slip tackles and 
draw free kicks make him a dangerous player 
around the ball. Rowdy has great hands and 
it gives great pleasure to the crowd when he 
takes a grab over someone 4 times his size.
Player comparison: Tom Mitchell

JOSH CLARK
Josh has explosive speed that gives him an 
advantage over everyone else on the field.  
He has natural football ability and has taken to 
the general skills of footy like a duck to water. 
His hardness, attack on the footy and tackling 
has seen him slot straight into the midfield 
and become one of the most dangerous 
players on the field. Player comparison:  
Colin Sylvia
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PATRICK DOYLE
Patrick really stepped up this year. Patrick 
used his size and skills to his advantage 
providing some good run off the backline. 
Patrick was able to push through congestion 
and clear the ball long out of defence with his 
long raking right boot. Patrick’s height and 
ability to win the ball on the ground made 
him an integral part of our defence. Player 
comparison: Tim Mohr

BLAKE TULK
Injury limited Blake’s season but the team 
was a different side when he was able to get 
on the park. He brings a determination and 
relentlessness to the table that is without peer. 
Mainly used in the back half where he was an 
impassable defender, there was one cameo 
up forward early in the year that yielded 3 
goals in as many minutes. Player comparison: 
Harry O’brien

REMY WEBB
Remy has a fearless attack on the ball. When 
he goes for the footy he absolutely flies at it 
even if he knows he is going to get crunched. 
Remy has a good quick burst of speed that 
sees him break packs often. Remy has natural 
leadership skills and an obvious passion for 
the game which is shown on the footy field. 
Player comparison: Thomas Bugg

OSCAR GIBBINS
Oscar played predominantly as a creative 
forward pocket. Oscar’s ability to mark the 
football, use his body and be good on the 
ground made him a hard player to match 
up on. Oscar is a very smart footballer who 
reads the ball well. Oscar can find the goals 
from any angle or direction and consistently 
finds himself in the goal scorers list. Player 
comparison: Lindsay Thomas

ANDREW BERG
Andrew is a big-bodied defender who can 
take the stronger and bigger opponents. 
Andrew is disciplined, always stays with his 
man and can lay a bone crunching tackle. 
Andrew also found himself in the forward line 
when we were looking for a bit more strength 
and forward pressure. Player comparison: 
Heath Grundy

LACHIE WHITE
Lachie really developed into a classical key 
defender this year. Lachie always made sure 
the ball was brought to the ground and really 
developed this with his ability to read the 
play and punch the ball dead. Lachie was 
the reason we won quite a few games this 
year and his absence from the field definitely 
stretched the team. Player Comparison: Brian 
Lake

AIDAN SAMMUT
Aidan really diversified for us this year, proving 
he could push up the ground to be the link 
man in attacking moves and then get back 
to defend. Aidan’s best attributes are his 
work ethic up and down the ground and 
his “straight through” style. Aidan will slice 
through packs and win his own footy like a 
hot knife through butter. Player Comparison: 
Heath Shaw

JOEL AGIUS
Joel filled many roles for us this year and 
didn’t really sit in one position. Joel was 
valuable wherever we put him. Joel showed 
he can run through the middle and also filled 
positions in the forward and back pockets 
when needed. Joel has a really good set of 
hands and does not fear anyone in the air. 
Joel is a smart footballer who sets up lots of 
play and has great skills. Player comparison: 
Josh Hunt

MAX DREW
Max has elite endurance and runs and runs 
all day. He is quick and finds lots of football. 
Max will dive on the ball and his aggression at 
the ball and passion for a contest is great to 
watch. Max will look out for his team-mates 
and always give 100% no matter how big or 
quick his opponent is. Player comparison: 
Tom Scully

CIAN MALIKIDES
Cian is a winger who covers a lot of ground 
and reads the play well. This allows him to 
provide a lot of support for his team mates 
and get to the contest to help out. Cian has 
got good pace and provides good outside 
run. Cian is playing his best footy when he 
racks up uncontested possessions and runs 
with the ball. Player comparison: Josh Hill

KUANG WU
Kuang was quite a versatile player this year. 
He was found in the forward line and on the 
wing predominately. Kuang has really good 
endurance and will run all day if he needs 
to. Kuang applies lots of pressure to players 
around the contest and will always run in at 
100%. Player Comparison: Harry O’Brien

LIAM WHEATLEY
Liam’s biggest strengths are his ability to win 
the ball on the ground. He is a big-bodied 
utility that has good endurance. This has seen 
Liam playing all over the ground. Liam has a 
good goal sense and ability to read the play 
which allows him to gather lots of ball. Player 
comparison: Dylan Shiel

JACOB MCKENNA
Jacob’s biggest strength is his pair of hands 
and willingness to leap for the football. Jacob 
times the ball perfectly in the air. His aerial 
exploits caused supporters to erupt numerous 
times as he took big pack marks using his 
opponents as a step-ladder to the footy. 
Jacob is an exceptional player to watch and 
his versatility on the field allows him to play 
forward if needed. Player comparison:  
Harry Taylor

CHARLIE MANNIX
Charlie is the kind of player that gives 
headaches to opposition coaches. Charlie’s 
size, strength and ability to catch anything 
that comes near him is what makes him such 
a valuable player. When forward, all we have 
to do is pop the ball up in the air and we are 
generally confident that Charlie will mark and 
goal. Charlie has shown he keeps improving 
year after year taking on a role in the forward 
line. Player comparison: Mike Pyke

THOMAS OSTINGA
Bulldog is a Ruck/Forward with a big leap, 
good set of hands and athletic characteristics 
that are made for footy. Bulldog has shown 
he can kick large bags and challenge anyone 
in the Ruck. His athleticism also makes him a 
dangerous player around the ground. Thomas 
was crucial to the structure of the team and 
always would run his ass off giving everything 
he had. Player comparison: Nick Natinuni 

ALEX WRIGHT
Alex mainly played as a forward pocket. Alex 
has a good sense of where the goals are and 
reads the play well so he finds the ball and is 
then able to judge where the goals are and 
how many people he needs to step to get 
there. Alex is a good set shot for goal and 
always seems to find space to kick a goal or 
two. Player Comparison: Jed Lamb
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GLEBE GREYHOUNDS JAFC 
Perpetual trophies

JUNIOR FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR
TOM DUNLOP (U16s)
Awarded to a senior player who has 
demonstrated excellence in skill and 
sportsmanship throughout the year or over 
several seasons, and whose performances 
have brought most credit upon the player  
and club.

CLUB ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
SEBASTIEN PROCTER (U8s)
Awarded to the player who, in his/her first 
year of playing club AFL, is judged to be the 
most skilled or displaying the most potential.

SPIRIT OF THE CLUB AWARD 
OSCAR GIBBINS (U16s)
Awarded to the player or former player whose 
selflessness of spirit and generosity of nature 
furthers both the club and the code.

MICHAEL MCNAMARA MEMORIAL 
CLUBMAN OF THE YEAR 
MARGARET SAMMUT
Awarded to the person, through 
sportsmanship, service, innovation and 
concern for the club and its ideals, that 
has contributed the most over one or more 
seasons. Michael McNamara played for Glebe 
in the 1980s, captaining the U15s in 1985.

BOB CLARK MEMORIAL  
GOLDEN BOOT TROPHY 
CHARLIE MORGAN 
75 goals (U16s Div 3: 69 / U16s Div 2: 6)
Awarded to the season’s leading goal kicker 
and named in memory of Bob Clark, who 
played for Balmain Tigers. 

TERRY WATSON MEMORIAL 
GOLDEN BACK TROPHY 
AIDAN SAMMUT (U16s)
Awarded to the most distinguished backline 
player for the club; in memory of Terry 
Watson, who coached in the early 90s and 
father of former players Andrew (91 games) 
and Dylan (121 games).

DROUDIS AWARD FOR DETERMINATION 
AND COURAGE 
JAMES DUNLOP (U14s)
Donated by the Droudis family to honour  
the most determined and courageous player 
during the season. Paul Droudis played  
100 games for Glebe and then played for  
the Balmain Tigers, represented Australia  
in the international Cerebral Palsy Games,  
and in 2000 received an award from the 
Prime Minister.

SUSAN PARKER MEMORIAL  
AUSKICK GRADUATE OF THE YEAR 
FINN MCKENDRY (U10s)
Awarded to the U10s player who had shown 
significant development since graduating from 
the Auskick program. Susan Parker was club 
registrar 1999-2002, wife of Robert Parker 
(Auskick coach 1996-80) and mother of Mark 
(142 games) and Michael (236 games).

PLAYER LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Awarded when a player with 200 or more 
games, (excluding representative games) and 
finishes their career with the club. 

LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Awarded in recognition of long term 
contribution and service to the club. Life 
membership is the greatest honour presented 
by the club.

THE GLEBE FAMILY CUP  
BASS-TRACY FAMILY
Awarded to the family that has made a 
significant contribution to the club during  
the season.

2013 RECIPIENTS PAST RECIPIENTS

JUNIOR FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR

2013 Tom Dunlop U16

2012 Oscar Osborne U16

2011 Jack Hiscox U16

2010 Jaydan Donato U16

2009 Rhys Lindsay U16

2008 Sam Goldsworthy U16

2007 Michael Trent U16

2006 Joe Britton U14

2005 Jarryd Boyd U16

2004 Alex Dacre U16

2003 Reese Doran U16

2002 Michael Parker U14

2001 Max Friend U14

2000 Thomas Lindsay U12

1999 James Kirby U16

1998 Eden Bennell U16

1997 Glenn Fowler U16

1996 Jason Fretwell U16

1995 Karol Foyle U15

1994 Andrew Watson U15

1993 Nelson Marques U15

1992 Daniel Williams U17

1991 Matthew Coles U17

1990 Matthew Coles U17

1989 Brendon Pugh U15

1988 Sergio Marques U17

1987 Greg Everest U15

1986 Adam Coles U11

1985 Yannis Tzioumis U15

1984 Jacob Black U17

1983 Scott Williams U 9

1982 Phillip Abel U17

Perpetual trophies




